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 Haunted Winnipeg
Ghost Stories from the Heart of the Continent
by Matthew Komus

ISBN: 9781927855058
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-10-29
Pages: 200
Price: $19.95

Unexplained footsteps at Seven Oaks House. A woman vanishing into thin air at the Hotel Fort Garry. Spirits reaching out from beyond the grave at the
Pantages Theatre. Just what is happening in Winnipeg’s heritage buildings at night? Early Winnipeg was a booming city full of excitement with no shortage
of murders, cheating lovers and tragic accidents; all play a role in Winnipeg’s reputation as one of Canada’s most haunted places.
Haunted Winnipeg shares with the reader the city’s best-known ghost stories, as well as some lesser-known tales. Hear about the people who may be
haunting these historic sites while learning about the buildings’ unique and creepy history.
Matthew Komus has developed programs and exhibits for many different museums and heritage sites in Manitoba. Topics covered include everything from
hockey and haunted buildings (very popular), to modernist architecture and composting toilets (not as popular). Though he has written articles, tours and
booklets, this is his first full-length book. He also operates Winnipeg Ghost Walk, the city’s first walking tour.

 The Heart Has Its Reasons
A Novel
by  Maria Duenas

ISBN: 9781476796291
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 384
Price: $22.00

Declared "a writer to watch" (Publishers Weekly, starred review), New York Times bestselling author MarÃa DueÃ±as pours heart and soul into this story
of a woman who discovers the power of second chances.A talented college professor in Madrid, Blanca Perea seems to have it all. But her world is suddenly
shattered when her husband of twenty years leaves her for another woman. Questioning the life she once had and whether she truly knows herself, Blanca
resolves to change her surroundings. She accepts what looks like a boring research grant in California involving an exiled Spanish writer who died decades
ago. Anxious to leave her own troubled life behind, she is gradually drawn into his haunted world, with its poignant loves and unfulfilled ambitions.But in
delving into the past, Blanca finds herself simultaneously awakened to the present by Daniel Carter, a charismatic professor with crucial knowledge about
the dead writer that he has never before revealed. Amid this web of passion, conflict, and hidden feelings, including her own, Blanca advances like an avid
detective, refusing to quit, and ultimately discovers startling answers that resonate deeply in her own life.Evocative, lyrical, and humorous, The Heart Has Its
Reasons is a journey of the soul from the pangs of the past to the vibrant present. It is a story about the thrill of creating one's life anew.

 Helsinki Crossbody Tote (espresso)
by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980069471
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $112.00

Excellent for any excursion, the helsinki bagg is one tantalizing tote. Its extraordinary shape carries it all; from credit cards to cosmetics to your digital tablet.
A zippered opening and turnlock closure secures necessities and keeps you looking posh yet practical – no matter where your journey takes you.>52”
removable, adjustable strap
>Lightweight, water-resistant nylon
>Interior organizational pockets, padded interior technology pocket, removable coin purse, secure zippered pockets on sides, front pockets fit most cell
phones including the iPhone 6.
>Turnlock closure> 13”w x 11”h x 4”d
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 Helsinki Crossbody Tote (mushroom)

by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980694161
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $112.00

Excellent for any excursion, the helsinki bagg is one tantalizing tote. Its extraordinary shape carries it all; from credit cards to cosmetics to your digital tablet.
A zippered opening and turnlock closure secures necessities and keeps you looking posh yet practical – no matter where your journey takes you.>52”
removable, adjustable strap
>Lightweight, water-resistant nylon
>Interior organizational pockets, padded interior technology pocket, removable coin purse, secure zippered pockets on sides, front pockets fit most cell
phones including the iPhone 6.
>Turnlock closure> 13”w x 11”h x 4”d

 Helsinki Crossbody Tote (pewter)
by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980694154
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $112.00

Excellent for any excursion, the helsinki bagg is one tantalizing tote. Its extraordinary shape carries it all; from credit cards to cosmetics to your digital tablet.
A zippered opening and turnlock closure secures necessities and keeps you looking posh yet practical – no matter where your journey takes you.>52”
removable, adjustable strap
>Lightweight, water-resistant nylon
>Interior organizational pockets, padded interior technology pocket, removable coin purse, secure zippered pockets on sides, front pockets fit most cell
phones including the iPhone 6.
>Turnlock closure> 13”w x 11”h x 4”d

 Herstory 2015
:The Canadian Women's Calendar
by SASKATOON WOMEN'S CA

ISBN: 9781550505863
Binding: Spiral bound 
Publisher: Coteau Books
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 156
Price: $15.95

The Herstory calendar profiles the activities and accomplishments of women and women's organizations from all areas of the country, from all walks of life,
from all decades of Canada's existence. Once again in full colour, Herstory 2015 carries on this tradition, presenting the calendar stories along with the
calendar pages, the notes, and the reminders to help us chronicle our own herstories.
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 The History of Rock 'n' Roll in Ten Songs

by Greil Marcus

ISBN: 9780300187373
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Yale University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-01
Pages: 307
Price: $34.00

Unlike all previous versions of rock ’n’ roll history, this book omits almost every iconic performer and ignores the storied events and turning points that
everyone knows. Instead, in a daring stroke, Greil Marcus selects ten songs recorded between 1956 and 2008, then proceeds to dramatize how each embodies
rock ’n’ roll as a thing in itself, in the story it tells, inhabits, and acts out—a new language, something new under the sun.

“Transmission” by Joy Division. “All I Could Do Was Cry” by Etta James and then Beyoncé. “To Know Him Is to Love Him,” first by the Teddy Bears and
almost half a century later by Amy Winehouse. In Marcus’s hands these and other songs tell the story of the music, which is, at bottom, the story of the
desire for freedom in all its unruly and liberating glory. Slipping the constraints of chronology, Marcus braids together past and present, holding up to the
light the ways that these striking songs fall through time and circumstance, gaining momentum and meaning, astonishing us by upending our presumptions
and prejudices. This book, by a founder of contemporary rock criticism—and its most gifted and incisive practitioner—is destined to become an enduring
classic.

 Hockey Confidential
by Bob Mckenzie

ISBN: 9781443418324
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 320
Price: $32.99

Over 700,000 hockey fans follow Bob McKenzie on Twitter and millions more on TSN-no one has the access or breadth and depth of experience when it
comes to hockey.

Now in his very first book on the NHL, Bob goes behind the scenes, covering the inside stories, the lesser-known personalities and the events that shape
Canada's game. He talks to Bobby Orr about Connor McDavid (touted as "the next Crosby"), reveals the actual stats that NHL coaches and scouts use, and
explores what it's like to be Don Cherry's son. Entertaining, insightful and a damn good read, Hockey Confidential is a must for every hockey fan.

 Holiday Wishes
by Idina Menzel

ISBN: 093624935452
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $19.99

No Description
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 Hope

Entertainer of the Century
by Richard Zoglin

ISBN: 9781439140277
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 576
Price: $36.00

The first definitive biography of Bob Hope, featuring exclusive and extensive reporting that makes the persuasive case that he was most important
entertainer of the twentieth century.Born in 1903, and until his death in 2003, Bob Hope was the only entertainer to achieve top-rated success in every major
mass-entertainment medium, from vaudeville to television and everything in between. He virtually invented modern stand-up comedy. His tours to entertain
US troops and patriotic radio broadcasts, along with his all-American, brash-but-cowardly movie character, helped to ease the nation's jitters during the
stressful days of World War II. He helped redefine the very notion of what it means to be a star: a savvy businessman, pioneer of the brand extension
(churning out books, writing a newspaper column, hosting a golf tournament), and public-spirited entertainer whose Christmas military tours and tireless
work for charity set the standard for public service in Hollywood. But he became a polarizing figure during the Vietnam War, and the book sheds new light
on his close relationship with President Richard Nixon during those embattled years. Bob Hope is a household name. However, as Richard Zoglin shows in
this revelatory biography, there is still much to be learned about this most public of figures, from his secret first marriage and his stint in reform school, to
his indiscriminate womanizing and his ambivalent relationship with Bing Crosby and Johnny Carson. Hope could be cold, self-centered, tight with a buck,
and perhaps the least introspective man in Hollywood. But he was also a dogged worker, gracious with fans, and generous with friends. Hope is both a
celebration of an entertainer whose vast contribution has never been properly appreciated, and a complex portrait of a gifted but flawed man, who, unlike
many Hollywood stars, truly loved being famous, appreciated its responsibilities, and handled celebrity with extraordinary grace.

 Hope to Die
by James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316210966
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Alex Cross
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-11-24
Pages: 400
Price: $23.40

Detective Alex Cross is being stalked by a psychotic genius, forced to play the deadliest game of his career. Cross's family--his loving wife Bree, the wise
and lively Nana Mama, and his precious children--have been ripped away. Terrified and desperate, Cross must give this mad man what he wants if he has
any chance of saving the most important people in his life. The stakes have never been higher: What will Cross sacrifice to save the ones he loves?

 Houses of the Holy
by LED ZEPPELIN

ISBN: 081227958275
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $19.99

No Description

 Houses Of The Holy - Deluxe 2 Lp
by LED ZEPPELIN

ISBN: 081227959418
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $39.99
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No Description

 Houses of the Holy
by LED ZEPPELIN

ISBN: 081227958305
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $175.99

No Description

 How We Got To Now
by Steven Johnson

ISBN: 9781594632969
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-09-30
Pages: 256
Price: $34.95

From the New York Times-bestselling author of Where Good Ideas Come From and Everything Bad Is Good for You, a new look at the power and legacy of
great ideas.
  
   In this illustrated history, Steven Johnson explores the history of innovation over centuries, tracing facets of modern life (refrigeration, clocks, and eyeglass
lenses, to name a few) from their creation by hobbyists, amateurs, and entrepreneurs to their unintended historical consequences. Filled with surprising
stories of accidental genius and brilliant mistakes--from the French publisher who invented the phonograph before Edison but forgot to include playback, to
the Hollywood movie star who helped invent the technology behind Wi-Fi and Bluetooth--How We Got to Now investigates the secret history behind the
everyday objects of contemporary life.
    
   In his trademark style, Johnson examines unexpected connections between seemingly unrelated fields: how the invention of air-conditioning enabled the
largest migration of human beings in the history of the species--to cities such as Dubai or Phoenix, which would otherwise be virtually uninhabitable; how
pendulum clocks helped trigger the industrial revolution; and how clean water made it possible to manufacture computer chips. Accompanied by a major six-
part television series on PBS, How We Got to Now is the story of collaborative networks building the modern world, written in the provocative, informative,
and engaging style that has earned Johnson fans around the globe.
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 The Human Age

by Diane Ackerman

ISBN: 9781443422994
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-08-29
Pages: 352
Price: $32.99

As Diane Ackerman writes in her brilliant new book, The Human Age, "our relationship with nature has changed...radically, irreversibly, but by no means all
for the bad. Our new epoch is laced with invention. Our mistakes are legion, but our talent is immeasurable."
Ackerman is justly celebrated for her unique insight into the natural world and our place in it. In this landmark book, she confronts the unprecedented reality
that one prodigiously intelligent and meddlesome creature, Homo sapiens, is now the dominant force shaping the future of planet Earth.
Humans have "subdued 75 percent of the land surface, concocted a wizardry of industrial and medical marvels, strung lights all across the darkness." We
tinker with nature at every opportunity; we garden the planet with our preferred species of plants and animals, many of them invasive; and we have even
altered the climate, threatening our own extinction. Yet we reckon with our own destructive capabilities in extraordinary acts of hope-filled creativity: we
collect the DNA of vanishing species in a "frozen ark," equip orangutans with iPads, and create wearable technologies and synthetic species that might one
day outsmart us. With her distinctive gift for making scientific discovery intelligible to the layperson, Ackerman takes us on an exhilarating journey through
our new reality, introducing us to many of the people and ideas now creating--perhaps saving--our future and that of our fellow creatures.
A beguiling, optimistic engagement with the changes affecting every part of our lives, The Human Age is a wise and beautiful book that will astound,
delight, and inform intelligent life for a long time to come.

 I Must Say
My Life As A Humble Comedy Legend
by Martin Short

ISBN: 9780062368843
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

In this engagingly witty, wise, and heartfelt memoir, Martin Short tells the tale of how a showbiz-obsessed kid from Canada transformed himself into one of
Hollywood's favorite funnymen, known to his famous peers as the "comedian's comedian."
Martin Short takes you on a rich, hilarious, and occasionally heartbreaking ride through his life and times, from his early years in Toronto as a member of the
fabled improvisational troupe Second City to the all-American comic big time of Saturday Night Live and memorable roles in movies such as ¡Three
Amigos! and Father of the Bride. He reveals how he created his most indelible comedic characters, among them the manic man-child Ed Grimley, the slimy
corporate lawyer Nathan Thurm, and the bizarrely insensitive interviewer Jiminy Glick. Throughout, Short freely shares the spotlight with friends,
colleagues, and collaborators, including Steve Martin, Tom Hanks, Gilda Radner, Mel Brooks, Nora Ephron, Eugene Levy, Catherine O'Hara, Paul Shaffer,
and David Letterman.
But there is another side to Short's life that he has long kept private. He lost his eldest brother and both of his parents by the time he turned twenty, and, more
recently, he lost his wife of thirty years to cancer. In I Must Say, Short talks for the first time about the pain that these losses inflicted and the upbeat life
philosophy that has kept him resilient and carried him through. In the grand tradition of comedy legends, Martin Short offers a show business memoir
densely populated with boldface names and rife with retellable tales: a hugely entertaining yet surprisingly moving self-portrait that will keep you
laughing--and crying--from the first page to the last.
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 Ice Gold

Canada's Curling Champions
by  Ted Wyman

ISBN: 9781770412477
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 240
Price: $22.95

The women's team, which hails from Winnipeg, and the men's team, based in Sault Ste. Marie, dominated the Sochi Olympic curling events, setting records
and capturing the hearts of millions of Canadians. Now Winnipeg Sun sports editor Ted Wyman shares the stories of Canada's favourite curlers. With
exclusive interviews and in-depth profiles, Ice Gold delves into each player's beginnings in the sport, the formation of the teams, their road to the Olympics,
and their gold-medal triumphs.
Learn how Jennifer Jones and Jill Officer became an inseparable tandem after meeting at the Highlander Curling Club; how two brothers, E.J. and Ryan
Harnden, and their cousin, Brad Jacobs, went from aspiring hockey players to gold-medal curlers; and how Mike Babcock's inspiring words helped the men's
curling team out of their early Olympic slump.

 Ida (dvd)
by Pawel Pawlikowski

ISBN: 741360538542
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $28.99

No Description

 Inevitable Western
by BAD PLUS

ISBN: 888430240629
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

No Description
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 Into the Blizzard

Walking the Fields of the Newfoundland Dead
by Michael Winter

ISBN: 9780385677851
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 352
Price: $32.95

"In June a few years ago I set out to visit some of the World War One battlefields of Europe - the slope and valley and river and plain that the Newfoundland
Regiment trained on, and fought over and through and under." 
   
So begins Michael Winter's extraordinary narrative that follows two parallel journeys, one laid on top of the other like a sketch on opaque paper over the
lines of an old map. The first journey is that of the young men who came from Newfoundland's outports, fields, villages and narrow city streets to join the
storied regiment that led many of them to their deaths at Beaumont-Hamel during the Battle of the Somme on July 1, 1916. The second journey is the
author's, taken a century later as he walks in the footsteps of the dead men to discover what remains of their passage across land and through memory.
   
   Part unconventional history, part memoir-travelogue, part philosophical inquiry, Michael Winter uniquely captures the extraordinary lives and landscapes,
both in Europe and at home, scarred by a war that is just now disappearing from living memory. In subtle and surprising ways, he also tells the hidden story
of the very act of remembering - of how the past bleeds into the present and the present corrals and shapes the past. As he wanders from battlefield to
barracks to hospital to hotel, and finally to a bereft stretch of land battered by a blizzard back home, Winter gently but persistently unsettles us - startling us
with the unexpected encounters and juxtapositions that arise from his physical act of walking through the places where the soldiers once marched, this time
armed with artifacts and knowledge those earlier souls could not have, yet undone by the reali ...

 It Started With Paris
by Cathy Kelly

ISBN: 9781409153603
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Orion Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-11-25
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

It all started with Paris. At the top of the Eiffel Tower, a young man proposes to his girlfriend, cheered on by delighted tourists. In that second, everything
changes, not just for the happy couple, but for the family and friends awaiting their return in Bridgeport, Ireland...Leila's been nursing a badly broken heart
since her love-rat husband just upped and left her one morning, but she's determined to put on a brave face for the bride.   Vonnie, a widow and exceptional
cake-maker, is just daring to let love back into her life, although someone seems determined to stop it.And Grace, a divorced head teacher, finds the
impending wedding of her son means that she's spending more time with her ex-husband. After all those years apart, is it possible she's made a mistake?With
her warmth and insight, Cathy Kelly weaves a delightful tale spinning out from a once-in-a-lifetime moment, drawing together a terrific cast of characters
who feel like old friends. It Started With Paris is the sparkling new novel from Number 1 bestseller Cathy Kelly.
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 It's Our Game

by Michael Mckinley

ISBN: 9780670068173
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 432
Price: $39.95

 If every hockey player's dream begins on a frozen pond, it reaches its pinnacle in a packed arena facing off against a bitter international rival. Could be the
mighty Soviets. Could be the vainglorious Americans. Doesn't matter, as long as the guys, and more recently, the women, who come from the farming
villages, logging towns, and bustling cities of Canada show up to play the game the way we invented it to be played. That's the way it's been for a hundred
years.
 
No game matters more than the one that pits our best against the world's best. From the earliest days of the past century, when milkmen still did their rounds
in horse-drawn carts each morning, to the Sochi Olympics, where both the men and women stood on their blue lines with gold medals around their necks as
the Canadian flag was raised.
 
This beautiful book, with rare archival images, celebrates a hundred of the greatest moments from Hockey Canada, the organization that has given Canada its
most cherished hockey memories. It's Our Game is the definitive account of a century of Canadians working to be the best at the sport they love most.

 Jamie's Comfort Food
by Jamie Oliver

ISBN: 9781443430432
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-09-08
Pages: 416
Price: $37.99

Jamie Oliver, a.k.a. "The Naked Chef," is an international superstar. The beloved chef's warmth, good humour and inherent populism-not to mention his
yummy, wholesome and simple food-have ingratiated him with millions of home cooks the world over. From his hit television shows, broadcast in more than
100 countries, to his record-breaking book sales, from his multi-platform web empire to his tireless real-world work as an advocate for the return to real,
healthful food in our schools and kitchens, he is an unstoppable force for good-his "food revolution"-and for good food.

Now, with Jamie's Comfort Food, Oliver treats cooks to an enticing array of new and signature dishes that embody his inspiring cooking style: incredibly
delicious yet healthful recipes that emphasize flavour and freshness over labour-intensive preparation and that are as much a pleasure to prepare as they are
to serve. A classic in the making, Jamie's Comfort Food is packed with recipes for timeless dishes that warm the heart, each accompanied by a beautiful full-
colour photograph. The perfect book for any home cook-including newlyweds, single folks, families, beginner cooks and those entirely at ease in the kitchen-
Jamie's Comfort Food, with its soul-satisfying recipes, encourages cooks of all levels to get back in the kitchen and reminds us of the inherent happiness in
cooking and eating homey meals for and with those we love. Major web platform: Jamie Oliver has an incredible web media platform in place. His dedicated
YouTube channel, FoodTube, which features demos and lessons from the biggest stars in the business (Mario Batali, Nigella Lawson and others) as well as
hilarious guest appearances by huge Internet food stars (like the guys from Epic Meal Time), has over 400,000 subscribers. He has almost 4 million
followers on, and the comprehensive website for all th ...
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 Jerry Lee Lewis

His Own Story
by  Rick Bragg

ISBN: 9780062078223
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-10-20
Pages: 320
Price: estimated price, 

For nearly sixty years, Jerry Lee Lewis has been a monumental figure in American life. The wildest and most dangerous of the early rock and rollers, he
electrified the world with hit records such as "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On," "Great Balls of Fire," and "Breathless." His music was raucous, exuberant,
slyly sexual; his wailing vocals were grounded by the locomotive force of his pumping piano. But his persona and performing style were what changed the
world: whipping his long hair back, he would pound the keyboard like a coal-fired steam engine, then kick back the bench, climb atop the piano, and work
the audience like the Pentecostal preacher he almost became. Poised to steal the crown from Elvis Presley, he seemed unstoppable--until news of his
marriage to his thirteen-year-old cousin broke during his first British tour, nearly ending his career.
Now, for the first time, Lewis's story is told in full, as he shared it over two years with Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Rick Bragg. In a narrative rich with
atmosphere and anecdote, we watch Jerry Lee emerge from the fields and levees of Depression-era Louisiana, blazing a path across Bible colleges and
nightclubs en route to international fame. He shared bills with Johnny Cash and Chuck Berry, toured Australia with Buddy Holly and Paul Anka, and went
Cadillac for Cadillac with Elvis on the streets of Memphis--even as both of them struggled with the conflict between their faith and their music. After a
decade in the wilderness, he returned as the biggest star in country music, but his victory lap became a marathon of excess, a time of guns and pills and
Calvert Extra. He crashed Rolls-Royces and Lincolns, including one he drove into the gates of Graceland; suffered the deaths of wives and loved ones; and
nearly met his maker twice himself. Yet after six marriages, a long spell without a recording contract, and a bruising battle with the IRS, he overcame a
crippling addiction, remarried, and scored his biggest hit records since the 1970s. Today, as he approaches his ...

 Jewish Soul Food
From Minsk to Marrakesh, More Than 100 Unforgettable Dishes Updated for Today's
Kitchen
by Janna Gur

ISBN: 9780805243086
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 240
Price: $41.00

The author of the acclaimed The Book of New Israeli Food returns with a cookbook devoted to the culinary masterpieces of Jewish grandmothers from
Minsk to Marrakesh: recipes that have traveled across continents and cultural borders and are now brought to life for a new generation.
  
 For more than two thousand years, Jews all over the world developed cuisines that were suited to their needs (kashruth, holidays, Shabbat) but that also
reflected the influences of their neighbors and that carried memories from their past wanderings. These cuisines may now be on the verge of extinction,
however, because almost none of the Jewish communities in which they developed and thrived still exist. But they continue to be viable in Israel, where
there are still cooks from the immigrant generations who know and love these dishes. Israel has become a living laboratory for this beloved and endangered
Jewish food.
  
 The more than one hundred original, wide-ranging recipes in Jewish Soul Food--from Kubaneh, a surprising Yemenite version of a brioche, to Ushpa-lau, a
hearty Bukharan pilaf--were chosen not by an editor or a chef but, rather, by what Janna Gur calls "natural selection." These are the dishes that, though
rooted in their original Diaspora provenance, have been embraced by Israelis and have become part of the country's culinary landscape. The premise of
Jewish Soul Food is that the only way to preserve traditional cuisine for future generations is to cook it, and Janna Gur gives us recipes that continue to
charm with their practicality, relevance, and deliciousness. Here are the best of the best: recipes from a fascinati ...

 Joy in Spite of Everything
by Stefano Bollani

ISBN: 602537844593
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99
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No Description

 Lady Parts
by Andrea Martin

ISBN: 9781443409391
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-08-25
Pages: 368
Price: $29.99

Whether lighting up the small screen, stealing scenes on the big screen or starring on the stage, Andrea Martin has long entertained Canadians with her
hilarious characterizations and heartwarming performances. An important player in SCTV, the funniest show ever to come out of Canada, Martin helped
change the face of television by introducing us to a host of characters, including the indomitable Edith Prickley. Martin has worked stages, sets and even
trapezes across North America, playing to houses packed with adoring fans, all of whom instantly recognize the star who has entertained us for nearly forty
years.
In Lady Parts, Martin, for the first time, shares her fondest remembrances of a life in show business, motherhood, relationships, no relationships, family,
chimps in tutus, squirrels, and why she flies to Atlanta to get her hair cut. Martin opens up her heart in a series of eclectic, human, always entertaining and
often moving essays. Lady Parts will make you giggle and may make you cry-a powerful collection of stories by a woman with a truly storied life.

 The Last Of The Unjust (dvd)
by Claude Lanzmann

ISBN: 741952780298
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $39.99

No Description

 Led Zeppelin IV
by LED ZEPPELIN

ISBN: 081227964467
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $19.99

No Description

 4
by LED ZEPPELIN

ISBN: 081227964337
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $39.99

No Description
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 Led Zeppelin IV

by LED ZEPPELIN

ISBN: 081227964313
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $175.99

No Description

 Legacy of Worship
Sacred Places in Rural Saskatchewan
by Margaret Hryniuk

ISBN: 9781550505979
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Coteau Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-30
Pages: 264
Price: $39.95

A spectacular full-colour coffee-table celebration of the places people have made to worship in Saskatchewan, and the stories of those who made them.   This
highly-anticipated companion volume to the best-selling Legacy of Stone: Saskatchewan's Stone Buildings combines brilliant colour images and fascinating
accompanying text in profiles of over 60 rural churches, representing 15 spiritual denominations. The writer/photographer team that brought you the award-
winning Legacy of Stone  -  Margaret Hryniuk, Frank Korvemaker and Larry Easton - has scoured the province for sacred places that illustrate the finest of
Saskatchewan's art and design. Rural religious gathering places often display the work of folk artists and craftspeople, as well as that of professional artists
and architects; they are the last repository of primitive art and such crafts as weaving, metal-smithing, needlework and furniture making.   This book presents
some of Saskatchewan's most interesting sacred places - places that illustrate how beauty in any form inspires and nurtures the soul. They demonstrate the
universal, eternal need for art and beauty, and the importance of valuing and protecting the religious heritage so important to our identity and our proud place
in Canada.
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 Let Me Be Frank With You

by Richard Ford

ISBN: 9781443437356
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-10-27
Pages: 256
Price: $32.99

A quartet of masterful novellas that returns Richard Ford to the territory that sealed his reputation as an American master: the life of Frank Bascombe, hero
of his Pulitzer Prize-winning novel Independence Day.

Richard Ford introduced the world to his protean literary everyman, Frank Bascombe, aspiring novelist turned sportswriter turned real estate agent, in his
1986 masterpiece The Sportswriter. A lapidary account of the textures, sorrows and pleasures of one man's ordinary life, it laid the groundwork for the
Pulitzer Prize-winning Independence Day, published in 1996, followed by the last novel in the Bascombe trilogy, The Lay of the Land, published in 2006.
Over a period of twenty years, the Bascombe novels deepened a portrait of one of the most unforgettable characters in American fiction, and in so doing
gave readers an indelible portrait of America. Now in Let Me Be Frank With You, Ford returns to the territory that established him as an Updike for the
contemporary era, in a quartet of novella-length Bascombe stories, set in in the aftermath and amid the calamitous circumstances of Hurricane Sandy.

Of revisiting Bascombe, Ford says, "What draws me to writing Frank Bascombe is what's always drawn me: he's funny (and it's thrilling to write things that
are funny), but also he offers me the chance to write into the breach between what Henry James calls 'bliss and bale'; in my own way, to connect 'the things
that help and the things that hurt' and to find some kind of reconciling vocabulary for both. I always think that, when I'm writing Frank Bascombe, I have the
chance to write about the most important things I know, and that's always been irresistible."

A moving, peerles ...

 Lila
by Marilynne Robinson

ISBN: 9781443413701
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-09-29
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

Marilynne Robinson, one of the greatest novelists of our time, returns to the town of Gilead in an unforgettable story of a girlhood lived on the fringes of
society in fear, awe and wonder.

Lila, homeless and alone after years of roaming the countryside, steps inside a small-town Iowa church-the only available shelter from the rain-and ignites a
romance and a debate that will reshape her life. She becomes the wife of a minister, John Ames, and begins a new existence while trying to make sense of
the days of suffering that preceded her newfound security.

Neglected as a toddler, Lila was rescued by Doll, a canny young drifter, and brought up by her in a hardscrabble childhood. Together they crafted a life on
the run, living hand-to-mouth with nothing but their sisterly bond and a ragged blade to protect them. But despite bouts of petty violence and moments of
desperation, their shared life is laced with moments of joy and love. When Lila arrives in Gilead, she struggles to harmonize the life of her makeshift family
and their days of hardship with the gentle Christian worldview of her husband that paradoxically judges those she loves.

Revisiting the beloved characters and setting of Marilynne Robinson's Pulitzer Prize-winning Gilead and Home, a National Book Award Finalist, Lila is a
moving expression of the mysteries of existence that is destined to become an American classic.
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   Books of the Season 2014
 The Love Song of Miss Queenie Hennessy

A Novel
by Rachel Joyce

ISBN: 9780385682824
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

  When Queenie Hennessy discovers that Harold Fry is walking the length of England to save her, and all she has to do is wait, she is shocked. Her note had
explained she was dying. How can she wait? 

A new volunteer at the hospice suggests that Queenie should write again; only this time she must tell Harold everything. In confessing to secrets she has
hidden for twenty years, she will find atonement for the past. As the volunteer points out, 'Even though you've done your travelling, you're starting a new
journey too.' 

Queenie thought her first letter would be the end of the story. She was wrong. It was the beginning.

 La Veillee de Noel
by Suzie Leblanc

ISBN: 722056252324
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $17.99

No Description

 Make It Ahead
A Barefoot Contessa Cookbook
by Ina Garten

ISBN: 9780307464880
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Barefoot Contessa Cookbook
Publisher: Ten Speed Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 272
Price: $28.70

Cookbook author Ina Garten, the Barefoot Contessa, answers the number one question she receives from cooks: Can I make it ahead?
If you've ever found yourself stuck in front of the stove at your own party, scrambling to get everything to the table at just the right moment, Ina is here to let
you in on her secrets! Thanks to twenty years of running a specialty food store and fifteen years writing cookbooks, she has learned exactly which dishes you
can prep, assemble, or cook ahead of time. Whether you're hosting a party or simply making dinner on a hectic weeknight, Ina gives you lots of amazing
recipes that taste just as good--or even better!--when they're made in advance.
   In Make It Ahead, each recipe includes clear instructions for what you can do ahead of time, and how far in advance, so you can cook with confidence and
eliminate last-minute surprises. Make a pitcher of Summer RosÃ© Sangria filled with red berries, let it chill overnight for the flavors to develop, and you
have a delicious drink to offer your friends the minute they arrive. Simmer a pot of Wild Mushroom & Farro Soup, enjoy a bowl for lunch, and freeze the
rest for a chilly evening. You can prep the kale, Brussels sprouts, and lemon vinaigrette for Winter Slaw ahead of time and simply toss them together before
serving. Assemble French Chicken Pot Pies filled with artichokes and fresh tarragon a day in advance and then pop them in the oven half an hour before
dinner. And for dessert, everyone needs the recipe for Ina's Decadent (gluten-free!) Chocolate Cake topped with Make-Ahead Whipped Cream. Ina also
includes recipes for the biggest cooking day of the year--Thanksgiving! Her Ultimate Make-Ahead Roast Turkey and Gravy with Onions & Sage may just
change your life.
   With beautiful photographs and hundreds of invaluable make-ahead tips, this is your new go-to guide for preparing meals that are stress-free yet filled with
those fabulously satisfying flavors that you have come to expect from the Barefoot Contessa.
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 2015 Manitoba Square 12X12

by WYMAN PUBLISHING

ISBN: 9781770984431
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Square 12x12
Publisher: Wyman Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 24
Price: $16.99

No Description

 Mended with Gold
by RURAL ALBERTA ADVANT

ISBN: 880893008822
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $15.99

No Description

 Merlin: The Complete Series (dvd Set)
by BRITISH TELEVISION

ISBN: 883929362028
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $141.99

No Description

 Merrie Christmas to You
by BLUE RODEO

ISBN: 825646213504
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-11-01
Pages: 
Price: $18.99

No Description
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 Mike on Crime

True Tales of Law and Disorder
by Mike Mcintyre

ISBN: 9781927855065
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-10-29
Pages: 344
Price: $11.95

Justice reporter, national radio show host, and best-selling author Mike McIntyre reflects on 20 years of Canadian crime coverage by offering up some of his
most memorable true tales from the police blotter and court docket. From the lighter side of the law to the worst society has to offer, Mike has pretty much
seen and heard it all, and now you can, too.

 Mobile Fun Bag (cayenne)
by MOSEY

ISBN: 814472010661
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $73.00

Features * 5 Credit card slots
 * 5 Plastic bottles rehabilitated
 * Flap over snap closure
 * Flap over snap pocket
 * ID window
 * Inside zippered coin pouch
 * Its super mobility for your funds for fun Even better if you found your real parents The ones with all the funds
 * Lead nickel and cadmium free hardware
 * Leather sunglass loop
 * Lightweight water resistant fabric
 * Removable adjustable crossbody strap converts to shoulder or waist strap
 * Universal headphone port
 * Wrist strap to carry as clutch

 Mobile Fun (peacoat Navy)
by MOSEY

ISBN: 814472017554
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $73.00

There's no end to the fun times you'll have when you don the travel-ready Mosey Mobile Fun (d) !5 plastic bottles were repurposed in the making of this
handbag! Made from low impact leather and recycled PET (post-consumer polyethylene terephthalate) fabrics.Materials are lightweight and water resistant
for everyday versatility.Perfect for holding your I.D., credit cards, cash and a key.Single, adjustable and removable crossbody strap. Features a removable
wrist strap as well for versatile functionality.Leather trim and quilting details.Leather sunglass loop on side.Universal headphone slot on back.Hardware is
free of lead, nickel and cadmium.Snap front closure.Unfolds to reveal an I.D. window, two zip pockets, five card slots and a snap closure pocket.
Measurements:Bottom Width: 5 1 2 inDepth: 1 inHeight: 5 1 2 inStrap Length: 59 inStrap Drop: 28 1 2 inHandle Length: 12 inHandle Drop: 6 inWeight: 6
oz
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 Montcalm And Wolfe

by Roch Carrier

ISBN: 9781443436885
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-10-17
Pages: 336
Price: $34.99

One of Canada's most beloved raconteurs tells the story of Wolfe and Montcalm and the Plains of Abraham

In September 1759, a small band of British troops led by James Wolfe scaled the tall cliff overlooking a farmer's field owned by Abraham Martin and
overpowered the French garrison that protected the area, allowing the bulk of the British army to ascend the cliff behind and attack the French who, led by
Louis-Joseph Montcalm, were largely unaware of Wolfe's tactics. The battle that ensued on what would become known as the Plains of Abraham would
forever shape the geography and politics of Canada.

Montcalm and Wolfe, written by one of the finest writers this country has ever produced, is the epic story of this battle told through the lives of the two
generals, Wolfe and Montcalm. The book is a dual biography of the men and their most famous battle written by a master storyteller. What kind of life did
they have before they took up arms? What were the two men really like? And, most importantly, what forces brought the two men to face each other in a
battle that forged a nation?

 Motown Christmas
by VARIOUS

ISBN: 602537506712
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Capitol Christian
Pub. Date: 2014-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

No Description

 Mr. Hockey
My Story
by Gordie Howe

ISBN: 9780670068722
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 256
Price: $32.00

Ask Bobby Orr who was the best ever, and he'll tell you it was Gordie Howe. Ask Wayne Gretzky, and he'll say the same thing. Big, skilled, mean, and
nearly indestructible, Howe dominated the game and the record books for decades. Today he is still known as "Mr. Hockey," and any bruising forward who
can be relied upon to take his team on his shoulders hopes to be compared to the guy who wore number 9 for Detroit for so many years.
But the fact is, there will never be another like Mr. Hockey. Certainly, no one has come close to matching his incredible 20 consecutive seasons among the
top five scorers in the NHL. No one has come close to scoring 100 points after the age of 40. It seems impossible that anyone will ever again play for Team
Canada against the Russians--and share the ice with his two sons. What seems even less likely is that another player will ever again suit up as a professional
hockey player in six different decades. 
Still, Howe did not inspire generations of hockey players only by re-writing the record books, or by getting his name engraved on the league's more coveted
trophies. When fans and players alike talk about Gordie Howe, it's not so much the player they revere, as the man. Despite his unyielding ferocity on the ice,
Howe's name has long been a byword for decency, generosity, and honesty off it. Even those who were too young to see him play know him as a man of his
word, and a family man.
Going back to Howe's Depression-era roots, and following him through his Hall of Fame career, his enduring marriage to Colleen, his extraordinary
relationship with his children, and into the present, Mr. Hockey is the definitive account of the game's most incredible legacy.
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 Mr. Jones

by Margaret Sweatman

ISBN: 9780864929143
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 484
Price: $32.95

Award-winning author Margaret Sweatman has proven herself a virtuoso writer of historical fiction. Yet nothing she has written can prepare you for Mr.
Jones.
 Emmett jones is adrift. Having firebombed civilians as a pilot during World War II, Emmett searches for something to cling to when life loses focus. Post-
war, he becomes compulsively drawn to John Norfield, a former POW who has found his focus in communism.
 Set in a time of rampant paranoia, Mr. Jones peels back the veneer of Canadian politics to reveal a nation willing to sacrifice its own. It is a fearful time, a
time of "peace" at the onset of the nuclear age.
 Emmett's existence comes under scrutiny. His relationship with Norfield makes him a target of security forces. His marriage, his job, even his child are the
target of investigation. And as the nuclear arms race heats up, Mr. Jones sets himself on a path that will risk the lives of everyone he holds dear.
 Evoking the classic works of le CarrÃ© and Greene, Sweatman's novel is a shattering exploration of a past where world governments threaten annihilation
while training housewives in the proper techniques for sweeping up radioactive dust.

 Mrs Bradshaw's Handbook
To Travelling Upon the Ankh-Morpork & Sto Plains Hygienic Railway
by Terry Pratchett

ISBN: 9780857522436
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Discworld
Publisher: Transworld
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 144
Price: $24.99

A Discworld artefact -- Georgina Bradshaw's guide to the railways of Raising Steam. 
     Authorised by Mr. Lipwig of the Ankh-Morpork and Sto Plains Hygienic Railway himself, Mrs. Georgina Bradshaw's invaluable guide to the destinations
and diversions of the railway deserves a place in the luggage of any traveller, or indeed armchair traveller, upon the Disc.
     Mrs. Bradshaw has travelled the length of the great permanent way to Quirm, Sto Lat and even as far as Ohulan Cutash, investigating the most edifying
sights, respectable lodgings and essential hints on the practicalities of travel upon the wonder of the age. Sample the delights of Dimmuck, the pleasures of
Little Swelling, the charm of Shankydoodle, and enough cabbage in all its many quises to satisfy the keenest brassica connoisseur.      

   o Beautifully produced gift-sized hardcover with black and white illustrations throughout.

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (black Graphite)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020178
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.
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 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (lime)

by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020109
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (mandarin)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020185
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.

 Mug With Tea Infuser & Lid (white)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 811017020154
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $29.95

This CURVE Tall Tea Mug, complete with an extra-fine 0.3 mm hole stainless-steel infuser and lid, is designed for simple and clean way of steeping just
one fresh cup of tea in your own cup.The extra-fine tea infuser gives you a perfect even steep every time, and enables you to steep fine loose-leaf teas such as
Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea.To make your desired tea, simply take the infuser out from the teacup when tea steeped at right timing.
Turn the lid upside-down, it works as an infuser holder.
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 Musical Monsters Of Turkey Hollow Original Graphic Novel

by Jim Henson

ISBN: 9781608864348
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Boom
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 96
Price: $31.00

In the spring of 1968, Jim Henson and his longtime writing partner were working together to create an original Thanksgiving TV special called The Musical
Monsters of Turkey Hollow, which was to be directed by Jim and feature original songs by Joe Raposo of Sesame Street fame. Henson went as far as
building the puppets for the special, but no network committed to the project and the script was filed away in the Jim Henson Company Archives. After the
success of Archaia's Eisner Award-winning graphic novel Jim Henson's Tale of Sand, we are proud to partner with the Jim Henson Company to bring to life
another previously unknown piece of the Jim Henson Legacy. The only thing more exciting than finding the script for the project was securing the talents of
the amazing Roger Langridge (writer and illustrator of the Eisner Award-winning Snarked) to adapt and illustrate the project! Eisner and Harvey-Award
winner Roger Langridge is the mastermind behind Snarked and the beloved run of The Muppet Show comics, and now he gets to bring to life hilarious,
never-before-seen puppet creations by Jim Henson in an oversized all-ages adventure. Turkey Hollow is a picturesque town where hundreds of years ago,
unbeknownst to the citizens, a meteorite landed nearby a small brook on the outskirts of town. One Thanksgiving, while young Timmy Henderson practices
his guitar, he's accompanied by strange, unearthly, musical sounds. That meteorite wasn't a rock at all but an egg holding seven furry, goofy monsters, each
with a unique musical sound. After the initial shock, Timmy befriends the lovable creatures following him all around Turkey Hollow. Not everyone takes a
liking to the visitors though and it's up to Timmy to protect his new friends and save Thanksgiving!

 My Prairie Cookbook
Memories and Frontier Food from My Little House to Yours
by  Melissa Gilbert

ISBN: 9781419707780
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori and Chang
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 208
Price: $27.95

In My Prairie Cookbook, Melissa Gilbert, star of Little House on the Prairie, offers fans comforting family recipes and childhood favorites. From prairie
breakfasts and picnic lunches to treats inspired by Nellie's restaurant, the 80 simple and delicious dishes--crispy fried chicken, pot roasts, corn bread, apple
pie, and more--present Bonnet Heads (die-hard Little House fans) with the chance to eat like the Ingalls family.                                            Gilbert's personal
recollections and memorabilia, including behind-the-scenes stories, anecdotes, and more than 75 treasured scrapbook images, accompany the recipes. With
answers to the most-asked questions from fans--on topics including the biggest bloopers, on-set romances, and what Michael Landon was really like--My
Prairie Cookbook is a cherished memento for Little House fans and fans of simple prairie cooking alike.
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 The Necessary War Volume One

by Tim Cook

ISBN: 9780670066506
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ALLEN LANE CANADA
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 528
Price: $39.95

 Tim Cook, Canada's leading war historian, ventures deep into World War Two in this epic two-volume story of heroism and horror, of loss and longing,
sacrifice and endurance.
 
Written in Cook's compelling narrative style, this book shows in impressive detail how soldiers, airmen, and sailors fought--the evolving tactics, weapons of
war, logistics, and technology. It gauges Canadian effectiveness against the skilled enemy whom they confronted in battlefields from 1939 to 1943, from the
sweltering heat of Sicily to the frigid North Atlantic, and from the urban warfare of Ortona to the dark skies over Germany. The Necessary War examines the
equally important factors of morale, discipline, and fortitude of the Canadian citizen-soldiers.
 
The war was an engine of transformation for Canada. With a population of fewer than twelve million, Canada embraced its role as an arsenal of democracy,
exporting war supplies, feeding its allies, and raising a million-strong armed forces that served and fought in nearly every theatre of war. The nation was
mobilized like never before in the fight to preserve the liberal democratic order. The six-year-long exertion caused disruption, provoked nationwide
industrialization, ushered in changes to gender roles, exacerbated the tension between English and French, and forged a new sense of Canadian identity.
Canadians were willing to bear almost any burden and to pay the ultimate price in the pursuit of victory.
 
As with his award-winning two-volume series on WWI, Tim Cook uses original sources, letters from soldiers, rare documents, and maps of battlefields to
illustrate the contributions and sacrifices made by what is often ca ...

 Neil Patrick Harris
Choose Your Own Autobiography
by Neil Patrick Harris

ISBN: 9780385346993
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

Tired of memoirs that only tell you what really happened?
 Sick of deeply personal accounts written in the first person? Seeking an exciting, interactive read that puts the "u" back in "aUtobiography"? Then look no
further than Neil Patrick Harris: Choose Your Own Autobiography! In this revolutionary, Joycean experiment in light celebrity narrative,
actor/personality/carbon-based-life-form Neil Patrick Harris lets you, the reader, live his life. You will be born to New Mexico. You will get your big break
at an acting camp. You will get into a bizarre confrontation outside a nightclub with actor Scott Caan. Even better, at each critical juncture of your life you
will choose how to proceed. You will decide whether to try out for Doogie Howser, M.D. You will decide whether to spend years struggling with your
sexuality. You will decide what kind of caviar you want to eat on board Elton John's yacht.

Choose correctly and you'll find fame, fortune, and true love. Choose incorrectly and you'll find misery, heartbreak, and a hideous death by piranhas. All this,
plus magic tricks, cocktail recipes, embarrassing pictures from your time as a child actor, and even a closing song. Yes, if you buy one book this year,
congratulations on being above the American average, and make that book Neil Patrick Harris: Choose Your Own Autobiography!
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 Donna Hay

The New Classics
by Donna Hay

ISBN: 9781443436090
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-09-25
Pages: 448
Price: $49.99

Featuring more than 300 recipes across over 400 beautiful pages, The New Classics is the ultimate best-of collection from Donna Hay Magazine, and the
perfect gift for the food lover in your life. The hand-picked collection of classic recipes, freshened up with modern flavours, is designed to give you new
inspiration and ideas in the kitchen. Old favourites are paired with new and seasonal ingredients to help you build your cooking repertoire. Chapters are
divided by ingredient and dishes-beef, chicken, pork, salads, sides, cakes, desserts and more. It's everything you've ever wanted to cook, plus there are plenty
of handy suggestions, tips and tricks to guide you along the way.

 Nightbreed (blu-ray)
by Clive Barker

ISBN: 826663152838
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $34.99

No Description

 Nora Webster
by Colm Toibin

ISBN: 9780771083846
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 384
Price: $32.95

From one of contemporary literature's most acclaimed and beloved authors comes this magnificent new novel set in a small town in Ireland in the 1960s,
where a fiercely compelling, too-young widow and mother of four moves from grief, fear, and longing to unexpected discovery. Toibin's portrayal of the
intricacy and drama of ordinary lives brings to mind of the work of Alice Munro. 
     Set in Wexford, Ireland, and in breathtaking Ballyconnigar by the sea, Colm Toibin's tour de force eighth novel introduces the formidable, memorable
Nora Webster. Widowed at 40, with four children and not enough money, Nora has lost the love of her life, Maurice, the man who rescued her from the
stifling world she was born into. Wounded and self-centred from grief and the need to provide for her family, she struggles to be attentive to her children's
needs and their own difficult loss. In masterfully detailing the intimate lives of one small family, Toibin has given us a vivid portrait of a time and an
intricately woven tapestry of lives in a small town where everyone knows everyone's business, and where well-meaning gestures often have unforeseen
consequences. Toibin has created one of contemporary fiction's most memorable female characters, one who has the strength and depth of Ibsen's Hedda
Gabler. In Nora Webster, Colm Toibin is writing at the height of his powers.
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 Not That Kind of Girl

A Young Woman Tells You What She's "Learned"
by Lena Dunham

ISBN: 9780385680677
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-09-30
Pages: 288
Price: $32.00

From the acclaimed creator, producer, and star of HBO's Girls comes a hilarious, wise, and fiercely candid collection of personal essays that establishes Lena
Dunham as one of the most original young talents writing today. 
 
            In Not That Kind of Girl, Dunham illuminates the experiences that are part of making one's way in the world: falling in love, feeling alone, being ten
pounds overweight despite eating only health food, having to prove yourself in a room full of men twice your age, finding true love, and, most of all, having
the guts to believe that your story is one that deserves to be told. 
            "Take My Virginity (No, Really, Take It)" is the account of Dunham's first time, and how her expectations of sex didn't quite live up to the actual
event ("No floodgate had been opened, no vault of true womanhood unlocked"); "Girls & Jerks" explores her former attraction to less-than-nice guys--guys
who had perfected the "dynamic of disrespect" she found so intriguing; "Is This Even Real?" is a meditation on her lifelong obsession with death and
dying--what she called her "genetically predestined morbidity." And in "I Didn't Fuck Them, but They Yelled at Me," she imagines the tell-all she will write
when she is eighty and past caring, able to reflect honestly on the sexism and condescension she has encountered in Hollywood, where women are "treated
like the paper thingies that protect glasses in hotel bathrooms--necessary but infinitely disposable."
            Exuberant, moving, and keenly observed, Not That Kind of Girl is a series of dispatches from the frontlines of the struggle that is growing up. "I'm
already predicting my future shame at thinking I had anything to offer you," Dunham writes. "But if I can take what I've learned and make one menial job
easier for you, or prevent you from having the kind of sex where you feel you  ...

 Opera; The Ultimate Collection
by Andrea Bocelli

ISBN: 028947877325
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

Inspired by some of the greatest lyric tenors of the recording era, the world's most popular tenor celebrates a career spanning over twenty years with this
personal collection of highlights, which Andrea Bocelli himself describes as containing "the essence of my adventure in the world of opera."

 Opulent Oceans
Extraordinary Rare Book Selections from the American Museum of Natural History Library
by Melanie L.j Stiassny

ISBN: 9781454913412
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Natural Histories
Publisher: Sterling Signature
Pub. Date: 2014-10-07
Pages: 176
Price: $55.00

Without our oceans, which cover almost 72 percent of our planet, Earth simply could not exist--or humanity survive. Join author Melanie Stiassny from the
American Museum of Natural History on an epic, oceanic journey. These fascinating essays, taken from the museum's Rare Book Collections, expand on the
science behind the early histories that shaped the study of oceanography. They take close-up looks at coral, jellyfish, sea worms, whales, sharks, squid, and
more, and provide accounts from legendary explorers and early naturalists. This gorgeously illustrated volume, which includes 40 frameable prints, will
appeal to every seafaring and natural-science enthusiast. The Natural Histories series introduces today's readers to lost, fully illustrated scientific tomes from
the American Museum of Natural History Library's Rare Book Collections. The museum's top experts provide interesting facts and commentary that enrich
the original material and appeal to nature, science, and art lovers.
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 Paradise Outlaw

by Pieta Brown

ISBN: 033651028024
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $15.99

No Description

 Party of One
by Michael Harris

ISBN: 9780670067015
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 544
Price: $33.95

 In Party of One, investigative journalist Michael Harris closely examines the majority government of a prime minister essentially unchecked by the
opposition and empowered by the general election victory of May 2011. Harris looks at Harper's policies, instincts, and the often breathtaking gap between
his stated political principles and his practices.
 
 Harris argues that Harper is more than a master of controlling information: he is a profoundly anti-democratic figure. In the F-35 debacle, the government's
sin wasn't only keeping the facts from Canadians, it was in inventing them. Harper himself provided the key confabulations, and they are irrefutably (and
unapologetically) on the public record from the last election. This is no longer a matter of partisan debate, but a fact Canadians must interpret for what it may
signify. 
 
Harris illustrates how Harper has made war on every independent source of information in Canada since coming to power. Party of One is about a man with
a well-defined and growing enemies list of those not wanted on the voyage: union members, scientists, diplomats, environmentalists, First Nations peoples,
and journalists.
 
 Against the backdrop of a Conservative commitment to transparency and accountability, Harris exposes the ultra-secrecy, non-compliance, and
dismissiveness of this prime minister. And with the Conservative majority in Parliament, the law is simple: what one man, the PM, says, goes.

 The Patriotic Consensus
Unity, Morale, and the Second World War in Winnipeg
by  Jody Perrun

ISBN: 9780887557491
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: University of Manitoba Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-29
Pages: 288
Price: $27.95

When the Second World War broke out, Winnipeg was Canada's fourth-largest city, home to strong class and ethnic divisions, and marked by a vibrant
tradition of political protest. Citizens demonstrated their support for the war effort through their wide commitment to initiatives such as Victory Loan
campaigns or calls for voluntary community service. But given Winnipeg's diversity, was the Second World War a unifying event for Winnipeg residents? In
The Patriotic Consensus, Jody Perrun explores the wartime experience of ordinary Winnipeggers through their responses to recruiting, the treatment of
minorities, and the adjustments made necessary by family separation.
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 Photography

The Definitive Visual History
by Tom Ang

ISBN: 9781465422880
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 480
Price: $52.00

No Description

 Pick 'n Choose
by MHR GAMES

ISBN: 627843142225
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $37.00

Think fast! You must make your team guess a word by choosing one of nine different activities such as drawing, plasticine, question, wire sculpting...
Therefore, no matter what your skill level, you'll be able to score points for your team. The goal of the game is to score the most points by making your team
guess the word on the card.

 The Pied Piper of Hamelin
Russell Brand's Trickster Tales
by Russell Brand

ISBN: 9781476791890
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Russell Brand's Trickster Tales
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 128
Price: $23.99

With this first book in Russell Brand's Trickster Tales series, the famed comedian, actor, and bestselling author delivers a hilarious retelling of an old
fairytale favorite that will appeal to adults and children alike.Once upon a time, long ago, in a time that seemed, to those present, exactly like now except
their teeth weren't so clean and more things were wooden, there was a town called Hamelin. The people of Hamelin were a pompous bunch who loved
themselves and their town so much that if it were possible they would have spent all day zipped up in a space suit smelling their own farts. But space suits
hadn't been invented yet so they couldn't. Then one day without warning a gang of rats bowled into the town and began causing a right rumpus... So begins
Russell Brand's wildly funny and surprisingly wise retelling of the classic tale The Pied Piper of Hamelin. Whether you're a kid or a grown-up kid, you'll be
chuckling the whole way through this zany story that bypasses Brand's more adult humor for the outrageous, the madcap, and the just plain silly. Maybe
you've heard about the Pied Piper before, with his strange music and those pompous townspeople and pesky rats. Or maybe you haven't. But one thing is for
sure: you've never heard it quite like this.

 Pilgrimage - 4 Disc Set with Book
by Steve Bell

ISBN: 775572152227
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $39.95

No Description
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 Playful Blanket Kid (popsicle)

by KNITCA

ISBN: X67527
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $41.00

Yarn, needles and notions necessary for making a knitting project, all packed in a stylish box. All kits include a DVD with step-by-step instructions. For the
beginner to advanced.

 Playful Blanket Kit (cotton Candy)
by KNITCA

ISBN: X67528
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $41.00

Yarn, needles and notions necessary for making a knitting project, all packed in a stylish box. All kits include a DVD with step-by-step instructions. For the
beginner to advanced.

 Playful Blanket Kit (lime)
by KNITCA

ISBN: X67526
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $41.00

Yarn, needles and notions necessary for making a knitting project, all packed in a stylish box. All kits include a DVD with step-by-step instructions. For the
beginner to advanced.
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 Playing the White Man's Game

by  Don Marks

ISBN: 9781927922019
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: J. Gordon Shillingford Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-09-20
Pages: 280
Price: $24.95

Playing the White Man's Game tells the extraordinary tales of Native American athletes who overcame tremendous obstacles to dominate the NFL, CFL,
PGA, Olympic Games, NHL and professional wrestling. From ABCs Athlete of the Century Jim Thorpe, whose track and field career began when he
surpassed his college varsity high jump team in street shoes and climaxed with gold medals in the decathlon and pentathlon at the 1912 Olympic Games,
before moving on to dominate NCAA and NFL football, major league baseball and 22 sports in all, including a national championship in ballroom dancing.
To Billy Mills, who improved his best time by an unheard of 50 seconds to win the 10,000-metre Olympic race in the greatest upset in Olympic history. And
Notah Begay III, a product of public courses and Navajo code talkers who won four PGA tournaments in his first two years on the pro golf tour. Sometimes
referred to as the forgotten American, the fascinating stories of these colourful characters will make you recall Native American heroes with wonder and
awe, not only for their exploits on the field of play, but for their efforts to preserve and enhance native history, culture and lifestyle with pride and dignity
away from the competition.
This new title expands on Don Marks’ enormous success with his first book, They Call Me Chief: Warriors on Ice. A multi-award-winning film-maker, Don
has written and directed over 200 documentaries, television variety specials, music videos and drama/comedies which have won numerous major national
and international awards. Don is a sportscaster, a regular contributor to the Winnipeg Free Press, a columnist with Troy Media and Editor of Grassroots
News – Manitoba’s oldest and largest indigenous newspaper.

 Plenty More
by Yotam Ottolenghi

ISBN: 9780449016343
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 352
Price: $39.95

The hotly anticipated follow-up to world-renowned Chef Yotam Ottolenghi's bestselling and award-winning cookbook, Plenty, featuring 120 vegetarian
dishes organized by cooking method. 

Yotam Ottolenghi is one of the world's most beloved culinary talents. In this hotly anticipated follow-up to his bestselling Plenty, he continues to explore the
diverse realm of vegetarian food with a wholly original approach. Organized by cooking method, the more than 150 dazzling recipes emphasize spices,
seasonality, and bold flavors. From inspired salads to hearty main dishes and luscious desserts, Plenty More is a must-have for vegetarians and omnivores
alike. This visually stunning collection will change the way you cook and eat vegetables

 Poirot: The Final Cases Collection (dvd Set)
by BRITISH TV

ISBN: 054961226290
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $339.99

No Description
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 Popular Problems

by Leonard Cohen

ISBN: 888750142924
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-09-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

No Description

 Prince Lestat
The Vampire Chronicles
by Anne Rice

ISBN: 9780307962522
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Vampire Chronicles
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 480
Price: $23.80

From Anne Rice, perennial best seller, single-handed reinventor of the vampire cosmology--a new, exhilarating novel, a deepening of her vampire
mythology, and a chillingly hypnotic mystery-thriller.

"What can we do but reach for the embrace that must now
contain both heaven and hell: our doom again and again and
again..." --from The Vampire Lestat

Rice once again summons up the irresistible spirit-world of the oldest and most powerful forces of the night, invisible beings unleashed on an unsuspecting
world able to take blood from humans, in a long-awaited return to the extraordinary world of the Vampire Chronicles and the uniquely seductive Queen of
the Damned ("mesmerizing" --San Francisco Chronicle), a long-awaited novel that picks up where The Vampire Lestat ("brilliant...its undead characters are
utterly alive" --New York Times) left off more than a quarter of a century ago to create an extraordinary new world of spirits and forces--the characters,
legend, and lore of all the Vampire Chronicles.

The novel opens with the vampire world in crisis...vampires have been proliferating out of control; burnings have commenced all over the world, huge
massacres similar to those carried out by Akasha in The Queen of the Damned...Old vampires, roused from slumber in the earth are doing the bidding of a
Voice commanding that they indiscriminately burn vampire-mavericks in cities from Paris and Mumbai to Hong Kong, Kyoto, and San Francisco.

As the novel ...
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 Prune

by Gabrielle Hamilton

ISBN: 9780812994094
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 576
Price: $52.00

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

From Gabrielle Hamilton, bestselling author of Blood, Bones & Butter, comes her eagerly anticipated cookbook debut filled with signature recipes from her
celebrated New York City restaurant Prune.
 
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE SEASON BY
 Time o O: The Oprah Magazine o Bon AppÃ©tit o Eater

A self-trained cook turned James Beard Award-winning chef, Gabrielle Hamilton opened Prune on New York's Lower East Side fifteen years ago to great
acclaim and lines down the block, both of which continue today. A deeply personal and gracious restaurant, in both menu and philosophy, Prune uses the
elements of home cooking and elevates them in unexpected ways. The result is delicious food that satisfies on many levels.  
 
Highly original in concept, execution, look, and feel, the Prune cookbook is an inspired replica of the restaurant's kitchen binders. It is written to Gabrielle's
cooks in her distinctive voice, with as much instruction, encouragement, information, and scolding as you would find if you actually came to work at Prune
as a line cook. The recipes have been tried, tasted, and tested dozens if not hundreds of times. Intended for the home cook as well as the kitchen professional,
the instructions offer a range of signals for cooks--a head's ...

 Punishment
by Linden Macintyre

ISBN: 9780345813909
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-22
Pages: 432
Price: $32.00

In Punishment, his first novel since completing his Long Stretch trilogy, Scotiabank Giller-winner Linden MacIntyre brings us a powerful exploration of
justice and vengeance, and the peril that ensues when passion replaces reason, in a small town shaken by a tragic death.
   Forced to retire early from his job as a corrections officer in Kingston Penitentiary, Tony Breau has limped back to the village where he grew up to lick his
wounds, only to find that Dwayne Strickland, a young con he'd had dealings with in prison is back there too-and once again in trouble. Strickland has just
been arrested following the suspicious death of a teenage girl, the granddaughter of Caddy Stewart, Tony's first love.
   Tony is soon caught in a fierce emotional struggle between the outcast Strickland and the still alluring Caddy. And then another figure from Tony's past,
the forceful Neil Archie MacDonald-just retired in murky circumstances from the Boston police force-stokes the community's anger and suspicion and an
irresistible demand for punishment. As Tony struggles to resist the vortex of vigilante action, Punishment builds into a total page-turner that blindsides you
with twists and betrayals.
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 Quartet for the End of Time

by Johanna Skibsrud

ISBN: 9780670065998
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HAMISH HAMILTON CANADA
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 480
Price: $32.95

The year is 1932, and America is roiling with unrest. Angry WWI veterans, embittered by the ruinous poverty inflicted by the Great Depression, join forces
and, calling themselves the Bonus Army, march on Washington to demand payment of the wartime bonus promised them for their service during the war.
 
 
Arthur and Douglas Sinclair, an impoverished veteran and his son, make the arduous journey from Kansas to join the march. Alden and Sutton Kelly, the
rebellious children of a powerful Washington judge, become involved with the veterans' struggle, causing an irreparable rift in the Kelly family. When the
Bonus march explodes in a violent clash between government and veteran forces, Arthur is falsely accused of conspiracy and disappears. The lives of
Douglas, Alden, and Sutton are forever changed--linked inextricably by the absence of Arthur Sinclair.
 
 As these three lives unfold in the wake of the Bonus riots, we are taken to unexpected places--from the underground world of a Soviet spy to Hemingway's
Florida and the hard labour camps of Roosevelt's New Deal Projects in the Keys; from occultist circles in London to occupied Paris and the eventual fall of
Berlin; and finally, to the German prison camp where French composer Olivier Messiaen originally wrote and performed his famous Quartet for the End of
Time. Taking us on an unforgettable journey through individual experience and memory against the backdrop of seismic historical events, Quartet for the
End of Time is both a profound meditation on human nature and an astonishing literary accomplishment from one of Canada's most original voices.

 Rainforest
by Lewis Blackwell

ISBN: 9781419713972
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Harry N. Abrams
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 264
Price: $69.00

There are no places on Earth more mysterious, complex, and unknown than tropical rainforests. Combining stunning photographs by the world's leading
nature photographers--including new work by Tim Flach--with an inspiring text by award-winning author Lewis Blackwell, Rainforest opens our minds to
the breathtaking beauty of these remarkable ecosystems, with their verdant plant life and diverse animal species. Swooping from aerial to macro
perspectives, the book captures the world's most fascinating landscapes at all scales, from a vast sleeping forest cloaked in morning mist to the brilliant
iridescent flicker of a butterfly's wing. 

 Stackable Ramekin - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870089425
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Whether staging ingredients, baking individual portions of pot pie or serving sauces at the table, these .2L stackable ramekins offer all the durability and
performance of le creuset stoneware in a compact design that stacks securely for easy storage.    High- quality exterior enamel protects against marks and
damage
    Hard-wearing, impermeable finish fired as high as 2192?F
    Thermal resistance from -65?F to 500?F
    Virtually nonstick glazed interior that easily releases foods
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 Stackable Ramekin - Palm Green

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870129329
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Whether staging ingredients, baking individual portions of pot pie or serving sauces at the table, these .2L stackable ramekins offer all the durability and
performance of le creuset stoneware in a compact design that stacks securely for easy storage.    High- quality exterior enamel protects against marks and
damage
    Hard-wearing, impermeable finish fired as high as 2192?F
    Thermal resistance from -65?F to 500?F
    Virtually nonstick glazed interior that easily releases foods

 Refresh Beer Stein
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322236870
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $24.99

No Description

 Revival
A Novel
by Stephen King

ISBN: 9781476770383
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 416
Price: $25.20

An electrifying novel about addiction, fanaticism, and what might exist on the other side of life.

In a small New England town, over half a century ago, a shadow falls over a small boy playing with his toy soldiers. Jamie Morton looks up to see a striking
man, the new minister. Charles Jacobs, along with his beautiful wife, will transform the local church. The men and boys are all a bit in love with Mrs.
Jacobs; the women and girls feel the same about Reverend Jacobs--including Jamie's mother and beloved sister, Claire. With Jamie, the Reverend shares a
deeper bond based on a secret obsession. When tragedy strikes the Jacobs family, this charismatic preacher curses God, mocks all religious belief, and is
banished from the shocked town.

Jamie has demons of his own. Wed to his guitar from the age of thirteen, he plays in bands across the country, living the nomadic lifestyle of bar-band rock
and roll while fleeing from his family's horrific loss. In his mid-thirties--addicted to heroin, stranded, desperate--Jamie meets Charles Jacobs again, with
profound consequences for both men. Their bond becomes a pact beyond even the Devil's devising, and Jamie discovers that revival has many meanings.
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 Ripley's Believe It Or Not! Reality Shock!

by Ripley's Believe It 

ISBN: 9781609911096
Binding: Hardback 
Series: ANNUAL
Publisher: Ripley Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 256
Price: $23.06

Reality Shock! is the 2015 edition of Ripley's Believe It or Not! bestselling annual series. This incredible collection is loaded with unbelievable facts,
amazing stories, and incredible animals. With amazing photography, zany stories and unbelievable facts and figures, this book is sure to be a favorite with
adults and children alike.

Reality Shock! Is filled with more of the amazing facts, unbelievable stories and extraordinary photography that makes Ripley's Believe It or Not! so
popular. Read all about the amazing things that people all over the world have done- from insane stunts to crazy traditions.  Take a closer look at the
extraordinary images nature produces, such as mutated animals and amazingly impossible vistas. Crystal clear photography paired with zany stories,
amazing facts and figures that are undeniably true but incredibly hard to believe will make this book a must have for every household.

 Rise to Greatness
The History of Canada From the Vikings to the Present
by Conrad Black

ISBN: 9780771013546
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 1120
Price: $50.00

Masterful, ambitious, and groundbreaking, this is a major new history of our country by one of our most respected thinkers and historians -- a book every
Canadian should own. 
     From the acclaimed biographer and historian Conrad Black comes the definitive history of Canada -- a revealing, groundbreaking account of the people
and events that shaped a nation.
     Spanning 874 to 2014, and beginning from Canada's first inhabitants and the early explorers, this masterful history challenges our perception of our
history and Canada's role in the world. From Champlain to Carleton, Baldwin and Lafontaine, to MacDonald, Laurier, and King, Canada's role in peace and
war, to Quebec's quest for autonomy, Black takes on sweeping themes and vividly recounts the story of Canada's development from colony to dominion to
country. Black persuasively reveals that while many would argue that Canada was perhaps never predestined for greatness, the opposite is in fact true: the
emergence of a magnificent country, against all odds, was a remarkable achievement. Brilliantly conceived, this major new reexamination of our country's
history is a riveting tour de force by one of the best writers writing today.

 Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer
by MOVIE

ISBN: 037117035342
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Ingram Entertainment (virtual)
Pub. Date: 2014-06-01
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

No Description
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 Rumours of Glory

by Bruce Cockburn

ISBN: 9781443420723
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-10-27
Pages: 544
Price: $34.99

Cockburn's life has been shaped by politics, protest, romance and spiritual discovery. For more than five decades he has toured the globe, visiting such far-
flung places as Guatemala, Mali, Mozambique, Afghanistan and Nepal, performing and speaking out on diverse issues, from native rights and land mines to
the environment and Third World debt. His journeys have been reflected in his music and evolving styles: folk, jazz, blues, rock and worldbeat. Drawing on
his experiences, he continues to create memorable songs about his ever-expanding universe of wonders.
As an artist with thirty-one albums, Cockburn has won numerous awards and the devotion of legions of fans across America and his native Canada, where he
is a household name. Yet the man himself has remained a mystery. In his memoir, Cockburn invites us into his private world, sharing his Christian
convictions, his personal relationships, and the social and political activism that has defined him and has both invigorated and incited his fans.

 Sarah Style
by  Sarah Richardson

ISBN: 9781476784373
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 352
Price: $32.00

In the flawless style of Deborah Needleman's Domino comes the interior design book of the decade, from HGTV star, virtual sensation, and Canadian design
queen Sarah Richardson.Ever wondered how to transform your laundry room from drab to fab? Your kitchen from prison to paradise? Your bedroom from
boring to beautiful? Now you can, in this comprehensive interior design tome by design maven extraordinaire Sarah Richardson. Within these beautiful, full-
color pages and photographs, Sarah walks you through each room in your home, from the master bedroom to the kids' rooms, to the kitchen, the bathroom,
and everywhere in between, showing you how to turn a house into a home--Sarah style. Featuring full-page design spreads with stunning attention to detail,
Sarah Style is a cache of creative, unique ideas for transforming your living spaces. You can make your dream home a reality, and the inspiration--and
complete know-how--is right here in this premier source for all things interior design!

 2015 Saskatchewan Square 12X12
by WYMAN PUBLISHING

ISBN: 9781770984530
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Square 12x12
Publisher: Wyman Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 24
Price: $16.99

No Description
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 Saveur

The New Classics Cookbook:More than 1,000 of the world's best recipes for today's kitchen
by  James Oseland

ISBN: 9781616287351
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Weldon Owen
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 624
Price: $45.00

From the editors of America's favorite culinary magazine, The New Classics Cookbook features more than 1000 well-curated global recipes in an essential
collection for home cooks everywhere. This masterful selection celebrates the brand's authority, heritage, and depth of worldwide culinary knowledge in
what will become an indispensable and treasured guide for everyone who relishes authentic cooking and SAVEUR's standard of excellence.Offering
authentic, from-the-source recipes for virtually every type of dish (from tapas and cocktails to salads, dumplings, one pot meals, and more), essential
techniques, and practical advice, this thorough collection of recipes from the pages of SAVEUR represents a comprehensive foundation for any home cook
looking for a go-to guide--and daily inspiration--from a trusted source. Also includes suggested menus for holidays and occasions; illustrative sidebars that
showcase groups of ingredients (such as the Mexican pantry, different varieties of tomatoes, what makes a good tagine) or provide easy-to-follow
instructions for techniques (like how to crimp a dumpling or fold an empanada); and two sections of gorgeous full-color photographs that bring the cuisine to
life.   The 16 chapters are organized by course and food type. A robust selection of pantry basics (DIY condiments, stocks and sauces, spice blends and rubs,
and more) is also included. Each recipe includes a headnote (explaining the origin of the dish, offering suggestions for perfecting the method, or a serving
suggestion) and there are illustrations and cook's notes, imparting helpful tips (wear gloves when working with hot chiles, use young ginger for the best
flavor) scattered throughout the book. Icons call out vegetarian dishes and other helpful information at a glance. Multiple indexes make it easy to find recipes
for any occasion.  Since its founding in 1994, SAVEUR magazine has provided vivid and unprecedented access to the world's cuisines, telling the stories of
authentic meals and the cooks behind them through impeccable photography, faithfully reproduced recipes, and expertly crafted articles from the world's
most celebrated food writers. SAVEUR's editors are passionate about the stori ...

 Second Sight
by HEY ROSETTA

ISBN: 833386000599
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2015-01-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

No Description

 Doctor Who
The Secret Lives Of Monsters
by Justin Richards

ISBN: 9780062348869
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-10-20
Pages: 288
Price: $55.50

For years, world governments and multinational organizations, like the secretive UNIT, have labored to keep the truth about aliens hidden from the public.
Now, leading alientologist Justin Richards finally blows the lid off one of the biggest conspiracies since the Scarlioni Incident. Doctor Who: The Secret
Lives of Monsters not only proves that alien life exists but also that the aliens are already here living among us.
Based on exclusive access to classified UNIT and Torchwood files, and collating top secret information that has been kept buried for centuries, Richards
reveals the terrifying truth behind the rumors and legends.
Why is the Sontaran's probic vent his weak point and what is its actual use? How do the Daleks reproduce? How can you tell whether your best friend is a
Zygon in disguise? If you want answers to questions like these, then this book is a must have. Including sixteen removable features, Doctor Who: The Secret
Lives of Monsters teaches you how to recognize these hidden extraterrestrials around us and is the essential guidebook for surviving the coming invasion.
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 Serenity

Leaves on the Wind
by Zack Whedon

ISBN: 9781616554897
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Serenity
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-11-18
Pages: 152
Price: $21.99

In the film Serenity, outlaw Malcolm Reynolds and his crew revealed to the entire 'verse the crimes against humanity undertaken by the sinister
government--the Alliance. Here, in the official follow-up to the film, the crew has been in hiding since becoming everyone's most wanted, and now they are
forced to come out. River uncovers more secrets, leading these former Browncoats on a dangerous mission against the Alliance that, with hope, will bring
them together again . . . 

Television writer Zack Whedon (Deadwood, Southland, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.) continues the saga of Joss Whedon's space cowboys!

 The Shooting / Ride In The Whirlwind (blu-ray)
by Monte Hellman

ISBN: 715515123211
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $39.99

No Description

 Shopaholic to the Stars
A Novel
by Sophie Kinsella

ISBN: 9780812993868
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Shopaholic
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 496
Price: $22.40

Sophie Kinsella returns to her beloved Shopaholic series with Becky Brandon (nÃ©e Bloomwood) newly arrived in Hollywood and starry-eyed. She and her
two-year-old daughter, Minnie, have relocated to L.A. to join Becky's husband, Luke, who is there to handle PR for famous actress Sage Seymour. Becky
can't wait to start living the A-list lifestyle, complete with celebrity sightings, yoga retreats, and shopping trips to Rodeo Drive. But she really hopes to
become a personal stylist--Sage's personal stylist--if only Luke would set up an introduction. Then, unexpectedly, Becky is offered the chance to dress Sage's
archrival, and though things become a bit more complicated, it's a dream come true! Red carpet premieres, velvet ropes, paparazzi clamoring for
attention--suddenly Becky has everything she's ever wanted. 
Or does she?
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 The Showman and the Ukrainian Cause

Folk Dance, Film, and the Life of Vasile Avramenko
by Orest T. Martynowych

ISBN: 9780887557682
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Studies in Immigration and Culture
Publisher: University of Manitoba Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-05
Pages: 219
Price: $27.95

A quixotic figure, Vasile Avramenko (1895-1981) used folk culture and modern media in a life-long crusade to promote Ukraine's struggle for independence
to North American audiences. From his base in New York City, he built a network of folk dance schools and produced musical spectacles to help Ukrainian
immigrants sustain their identity. His feature-length Ukrainian language films made in the 1930s with Hollywood director Edgar G. Ulmer, the "king of
ethnic and B movies," were shown throughout North America. Orest T. Martynowych's The Showman and the Ukrainian Cause is a fascinating portrait how
culture can become a political tool in a diaspora community.

 The Simpsons Family History
by  Matt Groening

ISBN: 9781419713996
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Harry N. Abrams
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 304
Price: $40.00

So you think you know the Simpsons? Well, think again! The Simpsons Family History unravels 25 years of Simpsons facts and fun and presents them in a
never-before-seen chronological format. Travel through time with Matt Groening as he pulls back the curtain and reveals the events that turned this average
family into a pop-culture phenomenon. Discover the hopes and dreams of a young Homer and uncover the sensitive and driven girl Marge was before she
married him. Marvel at the hidden moments you never knew you missed, as all the pieces of Simpsons history fall into place. Chock full of art taken directly
from the source, this massive tome is a must for Simpsons fans and the perfect way to celebrate The Simpsons' 25th anniversary. 

 Slow Regard Of Silent Things, The
by Patrick Rothfuss

ISBN: 9780756410438
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Kingkiller Chronicles
Publisher: DAW
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 176
Price: $21.95

Deep below the University, there is a dark place. Few people know of it: a broken web of ancient passageways and abandoned rooms. A young woman lives
there, tucked among the sprawling tunnels of the Underthing, snug in the heart of this forgotten place.
Her name is Auri, and she is full of mysteries.The Slow Regard of Silent Things is a brief, bittersweet glimpse of Auri's life, a small adventure all her own.
At once joyous and haunting, this story offers a chance to see the world through Auri's eyes. And it gives the reader a chance to learn things that only Auri
knows....In this book, Patrick Rothfuss brings us into the world of one of The Kingkiller Chronicle's most enigmatic characters. Full of secrets and mysteries,
The Slow Regard of Silent Things is the story of a broken girl trying to live in a broken world.
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 So Anyway

by John Cleese

ISBN: 9780385680240
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 400
Price: $32.95

John Cleese's huge comedic influence has stretched across generations; his sharp irreverent eye and the unique brand of physical comedy he perfected with
Monty Python, on Fawlty Towers, and beyond now seem written into comedy's DNA. In this rollicking memoir, So, Anyway..., Cleese takes readers on a
Grand Tour of his ascent in the entertainment world, from his humble beginnings in a sleepy English town and his early comedic days at Cambridge
University (with future Python partner Graham Chapman), to the founding of the landmark comedy troupe that would propel him to worldwide renown.

Cleese was just days away from graduating Cambridge and setting off on a law career when he was visited by two BBC executives, who offered him a job
writing comedy for radio. That fateful moment--and a near-simultaneous offer to take his university humour revue to London's famed West End--propelled
him down a different path, cutting his teeth writing for stars like David Frost and Peter Sellers, and eventually joining the five other Pythons to pioneer a new
kind of comedy that prized invention, silliness, and absurdity. Along the way, he found his first true love with the actress Connie Booth and transformed
himself from a reluctant performer to a world-class actor and back again.

Twisting and turning through surprising stories and hilarious digressions--with some brief pauses along the way that comprise a fascinating primer on what's
funny and why--this story of a young man's journey to the pinnacle of comedy is a masterly performance by a master performer.

 Medium Spatula - Cerise Red
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870056199
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks the Revolution Medium Spatula is perfect for folding medium-
to-dense batter stirring mixing and sauteing.    Premium Silicone that is heat resistant to 250 C (482F) and is dishwasher safe .
    Task defined blade design with strong tips and edge with a strike zone to protect cookware and a rim swipe that clearly wipes food from mixing bowls and
cookware .
    Innovative Wood Handle includes grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip.
    Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip and a push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip.

 Medium Spatula - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090636
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks the Revolution Medium Spatula is perfect for folding medium-
to-dense batter stirring mixing and sauteing.    Premium Silicone that is heat resistant to 250 C (482F) and is dishwasher safe .
    Task defined blade design with strong tips and edge with a strike zone to protect cookware and a rim swipe that clearly wipes food from mixing bowls and
cookware .
    Innovative Wood Handle includes grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip.
    Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip and a push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip.
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 Medium Spatula - Palm Green

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128094
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks the Revolution Medium Spatula is perfect for folding medium-
to-dense batter stirring mixing and sauteing.    Premium Silicone that is heat resistant to 250 C (482F) and is dishwasher safe .
    Task defined blade design with strong tips and edge with a strike zone to protect cookware and a rim swipe that clearly wipes food from mixing bowls and
cookware .
    Innovative Wood Handle includes grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip.
    Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip and a push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip.

 Small Spatula - Cerise Red
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870056151
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed cooking tasks including mixing medium to dense batter of folding egg whites, stirring, mixing
and sauteing.    Heat-resistant to 250-degrees Celsius
    A kitchen tool for every cooking task
    Elliptical shaped handle - provides comfortable slip-free grip
    Dual-sided blade to work with different types of cookware
    Removable, dishwasher safe silicone head

 Small Spatula - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090629
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed cooking tasks including mixing medium to dense batter of folding egg whites, stirring, mixing
and sauteing.    Heat-resistant to 250-degrees Celsius
    A kitchen tool for every cooking task
    Elliptical shaped handle - provides comfortable slip-free grip
    Dual-sided blade to work with different types of cookware
    Removable, dishwasher safe silicone head
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 Small Spatula - Palm Green

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128087
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed cooking tasks including mixing medium to dense batter of folding egg whites, stirring, mixing
and sauteing.    Heat-resistant to 250-degrees Celsius
    A kitchen tool for every cooking task
    Elliptical shaped handle - provides comfortable slip-free grip
    Dual-sided blade to work with different types of cookware
    Removable, dishwasher safe silicone head

 Spatula Spoon - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090650
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Le Creuset brings you a handy kitchen helper with this spatula spoon. You'll love how easy it is to crumble, stir and serve with the ergonomic design.    Ease
of use recommendation by Arthritis Foundation
    Approximate measurements: 12 3/4" L x 2 1/4" W
    Silicone/wood
    Imported

 Spatula Spoon - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128100
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Le Creuset brings you a handy kitchen helper with this spatula spoon. You'll love how easy it is to crumble, stir and serve with the ergonomic design.    Ease
of use recommendation by Arthritis Foundation
    Approximate measurements: 12 3/4" L x 2 1/4" W
    Silicone/wood
    Imported
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 Special Deluxe

A Memoir of Life & Cars
by  Neil Young

ISBN: 9780399172083
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 384
Price: $37.00

Neil Young's first memoir, Waging Heavy Peace, was an international bestseller and critical sensation. The Wall Street Journal wrote that it was "terrific:
modest, honest, funny and frequently moving," while The New York Times found it "as charismatically off the wall as Mr. Young's records." Now, in
Special Deluxe, Young has fashioned a second work of extraordinary reminiscences about his Canadian boyhood, his musical influences, his family, the rock
'n' roll life, and one of his deepest, most ebullient passions: cars. Through the framework of the many vehicles he's collected and driven, Young explores his
love for the well-crafted vintage automobile,and examines his newfound awareness of his hobby's negative environmental impact. With his ferocious
devotion to clean energy, he recounts the saga of Lincvolt, his specially modified electric car, and his efforts to demonstrate to lawmakers and consumers
how viable non-gas-guzzling vehicles truly can be.

 Special Deluxe captures Young's singular lyrical, almost musical, voice. Witty, eclectic, and wonderfully candid, Special Deluxe is an unforgettable
amalgam of memories, artwork, and political ponderings from one of the most genuine and enigmatic artists of our time.

 Spoon Rest - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128964
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

Keep your counter tops clean and mess free with this spoon rest from Le Creuset. Made from stoneware, it is long lasting and durable. With a high-quality
exterior enamel coating to protect it against scratches, marks, and other damage, this spoon rest is heat resistant up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit. It offers a
traditional design that will look great in any kitchen, and provides ample space for resting spoons, ladles, spatulas, and more. Backed by a five year
manufacturer's warranty, it is dishwasher safe for easy cleanup.Product Features    Le Creuset Spoon Rest
    Palm stoneware
    Odor and stain resistant
    High-quality exterior enamel coating to protect against scratches and marks
    Oven safe up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit
    Ample space for resting spoons, ladles, spatulas, and more
    Manufacturer's 5 year warranty
    Dishwasher safe

 Star Wars Costumes
by Brandon Alinger

ISBN: 9781452138053
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 232
Price: $70.00

Who can forget the first time Darth Vader marched onto Princess Leia's ship, in his black cape and mask? Or the white hard-body suit of the stormtroopers?
Or Leia's outfit as Jabba's slave? These costumes-like so many that adorned the characters of that galaxy far, far away-have become iconic. For the first time,
the Lucasfilm Archives is granting full access to the original costumes of episodes IV, V, and VI, allowing them to be revealed in never-before-seen detail.
In over200 new costume photographs, sketches, and behind-the-scenes photos and notes, based on new interviews, fans will get a fresh perspective on the
creation of the clothes and costume props that brought these much-loved characters to life. Star Wars Costumes: The Original Trilogy  affords both new and
longtime Star Wars  fans an intimate look at the unforgettable costumes from this classic series.
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 Straight Up and Personal

The World According to Grapes
by Don Cherry

ISBN: 9780385681087
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 208
Price: $20.97

Known for his opinions--and unabashed expression of them--Don Cherry has been causing debate for decades. Topics on "Coach's Corner" sometimes veer
away from sports and on to other matters that are near and dear to Cherry's heart: the war in Afghanistan and politics, among many others.
     In Straight Up and Personal, Cherry shares his thoughts on a broader range of issues than he ever has before. He shares some of his personal experiences
on and off the ice, and offers the lessons he's learned along the way. This is Don Cherry: straight up and personal.

 Stripy Scarf Kit (cherry)
by KNITCA

ISBN: X67977
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Yarn, needles and notions necessary for making a knitting project, all packed in a stylish box. All kits include a DVD with step-by-step instructions. For the
beginner to advanced.

 A Sudden Light
A Novel
by  Garth Stein

ISBN: 9781439187036
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-09-30
Pages: 416
Price: $32.50

The bestselling author of The Art of Racing in the Rain presents a long-awaited new novel in which a boy trying to save his parents' marriage uncovers a vast
legacy of family secrets.In the summer of 1990, fourteen-year-old Trevor Riddell gets his first glimpse of Riddell House. Built from the spoils of a massive
timber fortune, the legendary family mansion is constructed of giant whole trees and is set on a huge estate overlooking Seattle's Puget Sound. Trevor's
bankrupt parents have begun a trial separation, and his father, Jones Riddell, has brought Trevor to Riddell House with a goal: to join forces with his sister,
Serena, dispatch the ailing and elderly Grandpa Samuel to a nursing home, sell off the house and property for development, divide up the profits, and live
happily ever after. But as Trevor explores the house's secret stairways and hidden rooms, he discovers a spirit lingering in Riddell House whose agenda is at
odds with the family plan. Only Trevor's willingness to face the dark past of his forefathers will reveal the key to his family's future. Spellbinding and
atmospheric, A Sudden Light is rich with unconventional characters, scenes of transcendent natural beauty, and unforgettable moments of emotional truth
that reflect Garth Stein's outsized capacity for empathy and keen understanding of human motivation--a triumphant work of a master storyteller at the height
of his power.
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 Syllabus

Notes From an Accidental Professor
by  Lynda Barry

ISBN: 9781770461611
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Drawn & Quarterly
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 120
Price: $19.95

Writing exercises and creativity advice from Barry's pioneering, life-changing workshopThe award-winning author Lynda Barry is the creative force behind
the genre-defying and bestselling work  What It Is.   She believes that anyone can be a writer and has set out to prove it. For the past decade,&nbspBarry has
run a highly popular writing workshop for nonwriters called Writing the Unthinkable, which was featured in  The New York Times Magazine.  Syllabus:
Notes from an Accidental Professor &nbspis the first book to make her innovative lesson plans and writing exercises available to the public for home or
classroom use. Barry teaches a method of writing that focuses on the relationship between the hand, the brain, and spontaneous images, both written and
visual. It has been embraced by people across North America-prison inmates, postal workers, university students, high-school teachers, and hairdressers-for
opening pathways to creativity.      Syllabus  takes the course plan for Barry's workshop and runs wild with it in her densely detailed signature style. Collaged
texts, ballpoint-pen doodles, and watercolor washes adorn  Syllabus 's yellow lined pages, which offer advice on finding a creative voice and using memories
to inspire the writing process. Throughout it all, Barry's voice (as an author and as a&nbspteacher-mentor) rings clear, inspiring, and honest.

 The Taxidermists Daughter
by  Kate Mosse

ISBN: 9781409153764
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Orion Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

Sussex, 1912. In a churchyard, villagers gather on the night when the ghosts of those who will die in the coming year are thought to walk. Here, where the
estuary leads out to the sea, superstitions still hold sway.Standing alone is the taxidermist's daughter. At twenty-two, Constantia Gifford lives with her father
in a decaying house: it contains all that is left of Gifford's once world-famous museum of taxidermy. The stuffed birds that used to grace every parlour are
out of fashion, leaving Gifford a disgraced and bitter man. The string of events that led to the museum's closure are never spoken of and an accident has
robbed Connie of any memory of those days.The bell begins to toll and all eyes are fixed on the church. No one sees the gloved hands holding a garotte. As
the last notes fade into the dark, a woman lies dead. While the village braces itself against rising waters and the highest tide of the season, Connie struggles
to discover who is responsible - and why the incident is causing memories to surface from her own vanished years. Does she know the figure she sees
watching from the marshes? Who is the mysterious caller that leaves a note without being seen? And what is the secret that lies at the heart of Blackthorn
House, hidden among the bell jars of her father's workshop?The Taxidermist's Daughter is the stunning new novel from the multi-million copy bestselling
author, Kate Mosse.

 Teapot With Infuser (turquoise)
by FORLIFE

ISBN: 874118004591
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $32.95

This Stump teapot complete with an extra fine 0.3 mm tea infuser and permanently attached hinged lid for easy use.The extra fine infuser enables you to
brew fine teas such as Rooibos tea to large whole-leaf teas like Oolong tea. This teapot is also ideal for use of tea bags.Stackable. Capacity: 0.5 L (4 cups).
Dishwasher-safe. Do not put teapot on flame or heating element. Let boiling water settle about 15 to 20 seconds before pouring.
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 Terracotta Bread Form - Round (banneton)

by The Original Mason Cash

ISBN: 5010853202655
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Helps shape artisan style loaves. Draws moisture away from dough surface for crispier crusts. Easy to use and easy to clean.

 They Came From Within (Revised Edition)
by  Caelum Vatnsdal

ISBN: 9781894037532
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Arbeiter Ring Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-11-22
Pages: 356
Price: $24.95

No horror film is truly mainstream, David Cronenberg has said, and it is for this reason that even the lowliest of them may be worth consideration. In this
tenth anniversary revised and updated edition of They Came From Within, Caelum Vatnsdal adjusts the focus in Canadian horror films, and unwinds the
history of this neglected genre to learn "why we fear what we fear and how it came to be that way." From the early Canadian infiltration of Hollywood in the
thirties, to the flowering of Canuck horror films in the sixties and seventies, to the surreal products of the "tax-shelter" eighties and beyond, Vatnsdal shows
how the Canadian horror film industry has, unwittingly or not, created a complex social, economic, and political portrait of a nation. Engagingly written,
extensively researched, and lavishly illustrated with rare stills and poster art, They Came From Within is an invaluable addition of Canadian film criticism.
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 This Changes Everything

Capitalism vs. the Climate
by Naomi Klein

ISBN: 9780307401991
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 576
Price: $36.95

WINNER 2014 - Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Prize for Non-Fiction

Forget everything you think you know about global warming. The really inconvenient truth is that it's not about carbon--it's about capitalism.
The convenient truth is that we can seize this existential crisis to transform our failed system and build something radically better. In her most provocative
book yet, Naomi Klein, author of the global bestsellers The Shock Doctrine and No Logo, tackles the most profound threat humanity has ever faced: the war
our economic model is waging against life on earth.  

Klein exposes the myths that are clouding the climate debate. We have been told the market will save us, when in fact the addiction to profit and growth is
digging us in deeper every day. We have been told it's impossible to get off fossil fuels when in fact we know exactly how to do it--it just requires breaking
every rule in the "free-market" playbook: reining in corporate power, rebuilding local economies and reclaiming our democracies. We have also been told
that humanity is too greedy and selfish to rise to this challenge. In fact, all around the world, the fight back is already succeeding in ways both surprising and
inspiring.

Climate change, Klein argues, is a civilizational wake-up call, a powerful message delivered in the language of fires, floods, storms and droughts.
Confronting it is no longer about changing the light ...

 Timeline
Diversity
by TIMELINE

ISBN: 3558380016519
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Asmodee
Pub. Date: 2013-11-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.50

TIMELINE: DIVERSITY is a card game played using 110 cards. Each card depicts a historical event on both sides, with the year in which that event
occurred on only one side. Players take turns placing a card from their hand in a row on the table. After placing the card, the player reveals the date on it. If
the card was placed correctly with the date in chronological order with all other cards on the table, the card stays in place; otherwise the card is removed
from play and the player takes another card from the deck.The first player to get rid of all his cards by placing them correctly wins. If multiple players go out
in the same round, then everyone else is eliminated from play and each of those players are dealt one more card for another round of play. If only one player
has no cards after a bonus round, he wins; otherwise play continues until a single player goes out.Timeline: Diversity can be combined with any other title in
the Timeline series.
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 Timeline

Historical Events
by TIMELINE

ISBN: 9782914849869
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Asmodee
Pub. Date: 2013-11-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.50

TIMELINE: EVENTS is a card game played using 110 cards. Each card depicts a historical event on both sides, with the year in which that event occurred
on only one side. Players take turns placing a card from their hand in a row on the table. After placing the card, the player reveals the date on it. If the card
was placed correctly with the date in chronological order with all other cards on the table, the card stays in place; otherwise the card is removed from play
and the player takes another card from the deck.The first player to get rid of all his cards by placing them correctly wins. If multiple players go out in the
same round, then everyone else is eliminated from play and each of those players are dealt one more card for another round of play. If only one player has no
cards after a bonus round, he wins; otherwise play continues until a single player goes out.Timeline: Events can be combined with any other title in the
Timeline series.

 Timeline
Inventions
by TIMELINE

ISBN: 3558380011453
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Asmodee
Pub. Date: 2013-11-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.50

TIMELINE: INVENTIONS is a card game played using 109 cards. Each card depicts an invention on both sides, with the year in which that invention was
created on only one side. Players take turns placing a card from their hand in a row on the table. After placing the card, the player reveals the date on it. If the
card was placed correctly with the date in chronological order with all other cards on the table, the card stays in place; otherwise the card is removed from
play and the player takes another card from the deck.The first player to get rid of all his cards by placing them correctly wins. If multiple players go out in
the same round, then everyone else is eliminated from play and each of those players are dealt one more card for another round of play. If only one player
has no cards after a bonus round, he wins; otherwise play continues until a single player goes out.Timeline: Inventions can be combined with any other title
in the Timeline series.

 Timeline
Cinema
by TIMELINE

ISBN: 3558380019770
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Asmodee
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.50

TIMELINE: MUSIC & CINEMA is a card game played using 110 cards. Each card depicts a historical event on both sides, with the year in which that event
occurred on only one side. Players take turns placing a card from their hand in a row on the table. After placing the card, the player reveals the date on it. If
the card was placed correctly with the date in chronological order with all other cards on the table, the card stays in place; otherwise the card is removed
from play and the player takes another card from the deck.The first player to get rid of all his cards by placing them correctly wins. If multiple players go out
in the same round, then everyone else is eliminated from play and each of those players are dealt one more card for another round of play. If only one player
has no cards after a bonus round, he wins; otherwise play continues until a single player goes out.Timeline: Music & Cinema can be combined with any
other title in the Timeline series.
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 Timeline Discoveries Card Game

by TIMELINE

ISBN: 9782914849852
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Asmodee Games
Pub. Date: 2012-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $16.50

TIMELINE: SCIENCE & DISCOVERIES is a card game played using 109 cards. Each card depicts an discovery on both sides, with the year in which that
discovery occurred on only one side. Players take turns placing a card from their hand in a row on the table. After placing the card, the player reveals the date
on it. If the card was placed correctly with the date in chronological order with all other cards on the table, the card stays in place; otherwise the card is
removed from play and the player takes another card from the deck.The first player to get rid of all his cards by placing them correctly wins. If multiple
players go out in the same round, then everyone else is eliminated from play and each of those players are dealt one more card for another round of play. If
only one player has no cards after a bonus round, he wins; otherwise play continues until a single player goes out.Timeline: Discoveries can be combined
with any other title in the Timeline series.
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 Top 10 of Everything 2015

by Paul Terry

ISBN: 9781770854697
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Top 10 of Everything
Publisher: Firefly Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-11
Pages: 320
Price: $17.47

More than just number 1.   
  A bestseller is back! The popular Top 10 series was packed with pictures and charts and information. The 2015 edition will be bigger (320 pages vs. 256
pages) and once again deliver the      tallest
   scariest
   windiest 
   fastest
   lightest
   winning-est 
   slowest
   worst
   free-est 
   deadliest
   loudest
    ...

 A Twist Of The Knife
by Peter James

ISBN: 9781447260141
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2014-11-10
Pages: 460
Price: $21.99

Combining stories from ebook story collections Short Shockers One and Short Shockers Two, and with never-before-seen new material, this is a story
collection you won't forget. From a woman intent on revenge, to a restaurant critic with a fear of the number thirteen, and from a story of ghostly terror to the
first ever case of his best-loved Detective, Roy Grace, James exposes the Achilles heels of each of his characters, and makes us question how well we can
trust ourselves, and each other. Funny, sad, but always shocking, each tale carries a twist that will haunt readers for days after they turn the final page...

 Urban Backpack (charcoal & Fuschia)
by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980227208
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $82.00

31" straps convert from sling bag to backpack. Secure, zippered pockets on front and back. Two interior zippered pockets, interior credit card slots, lipstick
and ID holder. 11"W x 12"H x 3.5"D, 14 oz. Color: Charcoal Made of Nylon Strap Length: 31" straps. Part of the Classic CollectionOverall Dimensions:
11"W x 12"H x 3.5"DItem Weight: 14 oz.
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 Urban Backpack (dark Olive & Spice)

by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980022728
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $82.00

The urban backpack can be worn as a sling bagg, or unzip the straps and reattach them to make a comfortable backpack. There are outside zippered pockets
on both the front and the back, and the contrasting color inside makes it easy to find whatever you are looking for. Unzip the sides and this bagg opens
completely to reveal two zippered pockets, a cell phone pocket, lipstick and pen holders and even pockets for ID and credit cards. The sides are gusseted to
keep items secure. Made of lightweight, water resistant crinkle nylon.Features*	 Product Type 	Carrying Case
* Manufacturer Part Number 	UBC227DO
* Application/Usage 	Cellular Phone, Jewelry, Credit Card, Accessories
* Weight (Approximate) 	14 oz
* Colour 	Dark Olive
* Durability 	Water Resistant
* Height 	12"
* Width 	11"
* Depth 	3.5"
* Exterior Material 	Crinkle Nylon
* Carrying Options 	Backpa ...

 Urban Backpack (espresso & Tomato)
by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980022773
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $82.00

31" straps convert from sling bag to backpack. Secure, zippered pockets on front and back. Two interior zippered pockets, interior credit card slots, lipstick
and ID holder. 11"W x 12"H x 3.5"D, 14 oz. Color: Espresso Made of Nylon Strap Length: 31" straps. Part of the Classic CollectionOverall Dimensions:
11"W x 12"H x 3.5"DItem Weight: 14 oz.

 Urban Backpack (khaki & Black)
by BAGGALLINI

ISBN: 741980022735
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $82.00

Can be worn as a sling bagg, or unzip the straps and reattach them to make backpack.Features* Product Type 	Carrying Case
* Application/Usage 	Credit Card, ID Card, Accessories, Pen
* Weight (Approximate) 	14 oz
* Color 	KhakiBlack
* Durability 	Water Resistant
* Height 	12"
* Width 	11"
* Depth 	3.5"
* Exterior Material 	Crinkle Nylon
* Carrying Options 	Shoulder Strap
* Case Features 	Zippered Pocket, Card Slot, Lightweight
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 Us

by David Nicholls

ISBN: 9781443438070
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-10-21
Pages: 416
Price: $22.99

From David Nicholls, author of the mega-bestselling fiction sensation One Day, comes a highly anticipated new novel that follows one man's efforts to
salvage his marriage--and repair his troubled relationship with his teenaged son--during the course of a trip around Europe
Renowned author David Nicholls brings the wit and intelligence that graced his beloved New York Times bestseller One Day to a compellingly human,
deftly funny new novel about what holds marriages and families together--and what happens, and what we learn about ourselves, when everything threatens
to fall apart.
Douglas Petersen may be a mild-mannered scientist, but his reserved appearance hides a sense of humour that, against all odds, seduces beautiful art-school
graduate Connie into a second date . . . and into marrying him. Now, nearly three decades after their relationship first blossomed in London, they live in the
suburbs with their moody seventeen year-old son, Albie. Douglas is still deeply in love with his wife, and is looking toward Albie leaving for college so that
he can reconnect with Connie, and somehow reignite the spark that seems to be missing. That is, until Connie tells him she thinks she wants a divorce.
Connie's timing couldn't be worse. Wanting to encourage her son's artistic interests, she's planned a month-long tour across Europe, where they'll experience
the world's greatest works of art as a family, and she can't bring herself to cancel the voyage. But perhaps going ahead is for the best? Douglas feels sure that
this landmark trip will rekindle the romance they've lost along the way, as well as help him to bond with Albie. He prepares with a meticulously detailed
itinerary, but they barely make it to Amsterdam before his plans go awry.
Narrated from Douglas's endearingly honest, stealthily witty, and at times achingly optimistic point of view, Us is the story of a man rising to the challenge
of rescuing his relationship with the woman he loves--as he embarks on a life-changing journey on the heels of a son who's always felt like  ...

 Valour Road
by John Nadler

ISBN: 9780670068210
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Group Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 368
Price: $33.95

 The First World War lasted for four years and three months. And when it ended on November 11, 1918, the people of Pine Street, a sleepy avenue on the
outskirts of Winnipeg, came to a startling realization. During the course of the conflict, young Leo Clarke, Robert Shankland, and Fred Hall, all from their
street, had each received the Victoria Cross, the highest award for bravery at that time. Such a phenomenon has never been repeated anywhere in the former
British empire.
 
Accessing original documents in his research--such as the wartime diary of Leo's brother, Charlie, official war records, and general history--author John
Nadler constructs a story of the three heroic soldiers, their families, and the enormous impact of WWI on a young Canada. This historic concurrence was so
meaningful that a statue was erected in Winnipeg in tribute to these three ordinary soldiers, and their street was renamed Valour Road in their honour.

 Vera: Set 4 (dvd)
by BRITISH TV

ISBN: 054961228997
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $64.99

No Description
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 Victoria

by  A N Wilson

ISBN: 9781594205996
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press Hardcover
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 624
Price: $42.00

"[A] shimmering and rather wonderful biography." --The Guardian (UK)
  
   When Queen Victoria died in 1901, she had ruled for nearly sixty-four years. She was a mother of nine and grandmother of forty-two and the matriarch of
royal Europe through her children's marriages. To many, Queen Victoria is a ruler shrouded in myth and mystique, an aging, stiff widow paraded as the
figurehead to an all-male imperial enterprise. But in truth, Britain's longest-reigning monarch was one of the most passionate, expressive, humorous and
unconventional women who ever lived, and the story of her life continues to fascinate.
  
   A. N. Wilson's exhaustively researched and definitive biography includes a wealth of new material from previously unseen sources to show us Queen
Victoria as she's never been seen before. Wilson explores the curious set of circumstances that led to Victoria's coronation, her strange and isolated
childhood, her passionate marriage to Prince Albert and his pivotal influence even after death and her widowhood and subsequent intimate friendship with
her Highland servant John Brown, all set against the backdrop of this momentous epoch in Britain's history--and the world's.
  
   Born at the very moment of the expansion of British political and commercial power across the globe, Victoria went on to chart a unique course for her
country even as she became the matriarch of nearly every great dynasty of ...

 Vikings on a Prairie Ocean
The Saga of a Lake, a People, a Family and a Man
by Glenn Sigurdson

ISBN: 9781926531939
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 320
Price: $29.95

Well-known mediator and lawyer, Glenn Sigurdson blends personal memoir, family history and Icelandic lore in a unique and wide-ranging autobiography.
Vikings on a Prairie Ocean brings to life the people and places of Lake Winnipeg since the arrival of the Icelandic settlers to its shores in 1875 through the
engaging lens of a family legacy of fishing on those waters. The perils of summer and winter fishing on an unpredictable and unforgiving lake are
interwoven with accounts of Aboriginal partnerships, colourful characters, and a proud, resilient family.
A native of Riverton Manitoba, Glenn Sigurdson’s background includes experience as a mediator, lawyer, facilitator and negotiator. He is an adjunct
Professor at Simon Fraser University and is the co-author of Building Consensus for a Sustainable Future: Putting Priniciples into Practice. He lives in
British Columbia.

 Vinyl Cafe Auto Pack
by Stuart Mclean

ISBN: 844667032147
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $28.99

No Description
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 What the Dinosaurs Did Last Night

by Refe Tuma

ISBN: 9780316294591
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 112
Price: $22.00

From the parents who brought us the web sensation "Dinovember" comes photographic proof of what toys do at night. 

Since Toy Story (and maybe since the very first toys!) children and their parents have wondered what it would be like if toys came to life. Refe and Susan
Tuma take this wonder several steps further in WHAT THE DINOSAURS DID LAST NIGHT.

Every November, writer and social media master Refe Tuma and his wife, Susan, work into the night to bring their four children scenes from the secret lives
of their toys -- specifically the nighttime antics of their plastic dinosaurs. The dinosaurs wreck bathrooms, destroy vases, rock out, encounter terrifying hot
irons, even do the dishes with hilarious, magical results. Each scene is photographed in meticulous detail, letting viewers joyfully suspend disbelief and think
to themselves -- just LOOK what the dinosaurs did last night!

 Glasses Beer Stein Wheat Set Of 2
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322216056
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $24.99

Spiegelau Wheat Beer 0,5 l Set/2 Beer Classics is only available as a set containing 2 items

 Where I Belong
by Alan Doyle

ISBN: 9780385680363
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 336
Price: $32.95

From the lead singer of the band Great Big Sea comes a lyrical and captivating musical memoir about growing up in the tiny fishing village of Petty
Harbour, Newfoundland, and then taking to the world stage. 
     Singer-songwriter and front man of the great Canadian band Great Big Sea, Alan Doyle is also a lyrical storyteller and a creative force. In Where I
Belong, Alan paints a vivid, raucous and heartwarming portrait of a curious young lad born into the small coastal fishing community of Petty Harbour,
Newfoundland, and destined to become a renowned musician who carried the musical tradition of generations before him and brought his signature sound to
the world. He tells of a childhood surrounded by larger-than-life characters who made an indelible impression on his music and work; of his first job on the
wharf cutting out cod tongues for fishermen; of growing up in a family of five in a two-bedroom house with a beef-bucket as a toilet, yet lacking nothing; of
learning at his father's knee how to sing the story of a song and learning from his mother how to simply "be good"; and finally, of how everything he ever
learned as a kid prepared him for that pivotal moment when he became part of Great Big Sea and sailed away on what would be the greatest musical
adventure of his life. 
     Filled with the lore and traditions of the East Coast and told in a voice that is at once captivating and refreshingly candid, this is a narrative journey about
small-town life, curiosity and creative fulfillment, and finally, about leaving everything you know behind only to learn that no matter where you go, home
will always be with you.
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 Who We Are

Reflections on My Life and Canada
by Elizabeth May

ISBN: 9781771640312
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Greystone Books Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-09-05
Pages: 240
Price: $29.95

In this marriage of memoir and manifesto, Elizabeth May reflects on her extraordinary life and the people and experiences that have formed her and
informed her beliefs. The book traces her development from daughter of activist parents, to waitress and cook on Cape Breton Island, to law student, lawyer,
and environmentalist, and finally to leader of the Green Party and first elected Canadian Green Member of Parliament. 
As a result of these disparate formative experiences, May believes that Canadians must rescue our threatened democracy, return to our traditional role as a
world leader, develop a sustainable economy, and take immediate and decisive action to address the climate crisis. Who We Are is both a fascinating portrait
of a remarkable woman and an urgent call to action.

 Wildlife Photographer of the Year
50 Years
by Rosamund K.-ed. Cox

ISBN: 9781770854628
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Firefly Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-11
Pages: 256
Price: $49.95

How wildlife photography became art.  
  The ultimate book of wildlife photography, with 200 award-winning images from the BBC competition.   
  Fifty years ago, the BBC originated a now-famous competition open to professional and amateur photographers. It was a pioneering display of
"photographic hunting" and shaped how we now see the natural world.   
  With time, better access to wildlife, and improved equipment (especially underwater), the world's best photographers continued to make astounding
pictures. They captured moments of speed, flight, aggression and repose in ways that brought the deserts, African plains, and tropical and polar regions into
our homes.   
  This book showcases the work of 50 years and hundreds of award winners. The exhibition, based at London's Natural History Museum, travels the world
and features the work of:     Frans Lanting
             Jim Brandenburg 
   David Doubilet
   Art Wolfe 
   Tom Mangelson
   Brian Skerry 
   Paul Nicklen
   Anup Shah 
  and many other ...

 The Wind Rises (blu-ray)
by Hayao Miyazaki

ISBN: 786936840322
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $39.99

No Description
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 2015 Winnipeg Square 12X12

by WYMAN PUBLISHING

ISBN: 9781770984240
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Square 12x12
Publisher: Wyman Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 24
Price: $16.99

No Description

 Winter Fantasy
by Liona Boyd

ISBN: 680889057793
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

No Description

 Wiseman's Wager
by  Dave Margoshes

ISBN: 9781550506013
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Coteau Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 392
Price: $21.95

From an emergency room in Calgary, where an intern hears his poorly timed joke about suicide, Zan winds up on the psychologist's couch. But the doctor's
efforts to investigate Zan's mental state are constantly stymied by his misfiring memory, his wry delivery, and his novelist's tendency to embellish. Is he
misremembering, misrepresenting, crafting a better story  or all of the above? Through the streets of Strike-era Winnipeg, Toronto during the Depression,
and the 1980s Calgary of Zan's new life, Dave Margoshes's compellingly unreliable narrator treats the reader to a magnificent meditation on aging, family
ties, faith, and the liquid concept of the truth.

 The Wolf Gift
The Graphic Novel
by Anne Rice

ISBN: 9780316233866
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Wolf Gift
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2014-11-18
Pages: 208
Price: $22.00

When reporter Reuben Golding arrives at a secluded mansion at the request of the home's mysterious female owner, he doesn't expect this assignment will
lead to him being inexplicably attacked-bitten-by a beast shadowed in darkness. This single event prompts a terrifying but seductive transformation that both
opens Reuben's eyes to what was previously unseen and unknown, and leads to even more questions. Why was he given this wolf gift? Is its nature good or
evil? And is he now all alone in this mysterious new world?
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 Delavier's Women's Strength Training Anatomy Workouts

by Frederic Delavier

ISBN: 9781450466035
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Human Kinetics Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 351
Price: $23.95

Delavier's Women's Strength Training Anatomy Workoutsdelivers the exercises, programming, and advice you need for the results you want. Based on the
anatomical features unique to women, this new guide sets the standard for women's strength training.
290 full-color illustrations allow you to see inside 157 exercises and 49 programs for strengthening, sculpting, and developing your arms, chest, back,
shoulders, abs, legs, and glutes.
Step-by-step instructions work in tandem with the anatomical illustrations to ensure understanding of maximizing the efficiency of each exercise. You'll see
how muscles interact with surrounding joints and skeletal structures and learn how variations of movements can isolate specific muscles and achieve targeted
results.
Delavier's Women's Strength Training Anatomyincludes proven programming for reducing fat, adding lean muscle, and sculpting every body region.
Whether you're beginning a program or enhancing an existing routine, working out at home or at the gym, it's all here and all in the stunning detail that only
FrÃ©dÃ©ric Delavier can provide.
The former editor in chief ofPowerMagin France, author and illustrator FrÃ©dÃ©ric Delavier has written forLe Monde du Muscle, Men's Health Germany,
and several other publications. His previous publications, includingStrength Training AnatomyandWomen's Strength Training Anatomy, have sold more
than 2.5 million copies.

 Wood Base For Mova Globes
by MOVA

ISBN: X67812
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Square Wood Base for 4.5 and 6" Mova Globes in Natural Wood Finish

 Work & Love; Deluxe
by ELLIOTT BROOD

ISBN: 880893008730
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $15.99

No Description
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 The World of Ice & Fire

The Untold History of Westeros and the Game of Thrones
by George R.r. Martin

ISBN: 9780553805444
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Song of Ice and Fire
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 336
Price: $58.00

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER o THE NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN HISTORY OF WESTEROS AND THE LANDS BEYOND o WITH HUNDREDS
OF PAGES OF ALL-NEW MATERIAL FROM GEORGE R. R. MARTIN

If the past is prologue, then George R. R. Martin's masterwork--the most inventive and entertaining fantasy saga of our time--warrants one hell of an
introduction. At long last, it has arrived with The World of Ice & Fire.

This lavishly illustrated volume is a comprehensive history of the Seven Kingdoms, providing vividly constructed accounts of the epic battles, bitter
rivalries, and daring rebellions that lead to the events of A Song of Ice and Fire and HBO's Game of Thrones. In a collaboration that's been years in the
making, Martin has teamed with Elio M. GarcÃa, Jr., and Linda Antonsson, the founders of the renowned fan site Westeros.org--perhaps the only people
who know this world almost as well as its visionary creator.

Collected here is all the accumulated knowledge, scholarly speculation, and inherited folk tales of maesters and septons, maegi and singers, including
  
 o full-color artwork and maps, with more than 170 original pieces
 o full famil ...
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 World Order

by  Henry Kissinger

ISBN: 9781594206146
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 432
Price: $42.00

Walter Isaacson, Time:
   "Dazzling and instructive... [a] magisterial new book."
  
   Henry Kissinger offers in World Order a deep meditation on the roots of international harmony and global disorder. Drawing on his experience as one of
the foremost statesmen of the modern era--advising presidents, traveling the world, observing and shaping the central foreign policy events of recent
decades--Kissinger now reveals his analysis of the ultimate challenge for the twenty-first century: how to build a shared international order in a world of
divergent historical perspectives, violent conflict, proliferating technology, and ideological extremism.
  
   There has never been a true "world order," Kissinger observes. For most of history, civilizations defined their own concepts of order. Each considered itself
the center of the world and envisioned its distinct principles as universally relevant. China conceived of a global cultural hierarchy with the Emperor at its
pinnacle. In Europe, Rome imagined itself surrounded by barbarians; when Rome fragmented, European peoples refined a concept of an equilibrium of
sovereign states and sought to export it across the world. Islam, in its early centuries, considered itself the world's sole legitimate political unit, destined to
expand indefinitely until the world was brought into harmony b ...

 Christmas
The Sacred to Santa
by Tara Moore

ISBN: 9781780233574
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Reaktion Books
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 261
Price: $36.00

No Description
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 A Year in the Life of Downton Abbey

Seasonal Celebrations, Traditions, and Recipes
by  Jessica Fellowes

ISBN: 9781250065384
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 320
Price: $34.50

This better-than-ever Downton Abbey companion book follows a year in the life at a grand estate, with all-new images throughout and hours of exciting
content to delight even die-hard fansIt's 1924 and there have been many changes at Downton Abbey since the family and their servants&nbspfirst welcomed
us there twelve years ago. A generation of men has been tragically lost at the front; children are once again breathing new life into the great house; a
chauffeur now sits at the Grantham dinner table; and skirt&nbsphems continue to rise. Still, in the midst of all this upheaval, many things at Downton remain
largely unchanged. Nanny still holds sway in the nursery, and there are still summer fetes to be organized, menus to be planned, and farms to be run.This
gorgeous book explores the seasonal events and celebrations of the great estate-including house parties, debutantes, the London Season, yearly trips to
Scotland, the sporting season, and, of course, the cherished rituals of Christmas. Jessica Fellowes and the creative team behind  Downton Abbey  invite us to
peer through the prism of the house as we learn more about the lives of our favorite characters, the actors who play them, and those who bring this exquisite
world to real life.  A Year in the Life of Downton Abbey  is packed full of exclusive new photographs, with a delicious array of traditional British recipes
adapted for modern kitchens: kedgeree, orange marmalade, asparagus tarts, cream of watercress soup, Irish stew, lemon barley water, meringues with red
berries, parmesan straws, Christmas pudding with brandy butter and more. From the moment when the servants light the fires against the chill of January,
through the last family game of charades and the servants' Christmas ball, this magnificent book invites us to take part in twelve months in the life of
Downton Abbey. 

 Yes Please
by Amy Poehler

ISBN: 9781443424523
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 288
Price: $23.09

IN A PERFECT WORLD...
We'd get to hang out with Amy Poehler, watching dumb movies, listening to music, and swapping tales about our coworkers and difficult childhoods.
Because in a perfect world, we'd all be friends with Amy -- someone who seems so fun, is full of interesting stories, tells great jokes, and offers plenty of
advice and wisdom (the useful kind, not the annoying kind you didn't ask for, anyway). Unfortunately, between her Golden Globe-winning role on Parks and
Recreation, work as a producer and director, place as one of the most beloved SNL alumni and cofounder of the Upright Citizens Brigade, involvement with
the website Smart Girls at the Party, frequent turns as acting double for Meryl Streep, and her other gig as the mom of two young sons, she's not available for
movie night.
Luckily, we have the next best thing: Yes Please, Amy's hilarious and candid book. A collection of stories, thoughts, ideas, lists, and haiku from the mind of
one of our most beloved entertainers, Yes Please offers Amy's thoughts on everything from her "too safe" childhood outside of Boston to her early days in
new York City, her ideas about Hollywood and "the biz," the demon that looks back at all of us in the mirror, and her joy at being told she has a "face for
wigs." Yes Please is a chock-full of words and wisdom to live by.
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 You Are Here

Around the World in 92 Minutes
by Chris Hadfield

ISBN: 9780345814944
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 208
Price: $29.95

In You Are Here, astronaut Chris Hadfield creates a surprisingly intimate and compelling visual essay about the planet we live on, choosing the best from the
thousands of photos he took on the International Space Station. 
     Chris Hadfield's new book shows us our home--our city, country, continent, our whole planet--from a unique perspective. The millions of us who
followed Chris's Twitter feed from the ISS thought we knew what we were looking at when we saw his photos. This photo documentary shows us we didn't.
We caught the beauty but missed the meaning. Curated from images never before shared, Chris's big picture reveals why our planet looks the way it does and
why we live where we do. Chris sees more in these images than we do, not just because he's spent months in space but because his in-depth knowledge of
geology, geography and meteorology allows him to read the mysteries the photos reveal.
     Divided by continent, You Are Here represents one (idealized) orbit of the ISS. This planetary photo tour--surprising, playful, thought-provoking and
visually delightful--is punctuated with fun, fascinating commentary on life in zero gravity, too. In the spirit of his #1 bestselling An Astronaut's Guide to Life
on Earth, You Are Here opens a singular window on our planet, using remarkable photographs to illuminate the history and consequences of human
settlement, the magnificence (and wit) of never-before-noticed landscapes, and the power of the natural forces shaping our world and the future of our
species.

 You Might Remember Me
The Life and Times of Phil Hartman
by  Mike Thomas

ISBN: 9781250027962
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-23
Pages: 336
Price: $32.50

Beloved comedic actor Phil Hartman is best known for his eight brilliant seasons on  Saturday Night Live, where his versatility and comedic timing resulted
in some of the funniest and most famous sketches in the show's history, including his hilarious impersonations of Frank Sinatra, Bill Clinton, and Charlton
Heston and outrageous portrayals of the Unfrozen Caveman Lawyer and Anal Retentive Chef. He also starred as pompous radio broadcaster Bill McNeal in
the NBC sitcom  NewsRadio  and voiced numerous classic roles on Fox's long-running animated hit,  The Simpsons.But Hartman's life was cut tragically
short when he was shot to death while he slept by his jealous and intoxicated third wife, Brynn, who turned the gun on herself a few hours later. It was a
Hollywood tragedy that captured the nation's attention.Now, for the first time ever, the years and moments leading up to Phil's stunning death are revealed in
detail with insight gleaned from exclusive interviews with numerous famous cast mates, close friends, family members, letters, audio/video recordings,
police records and more.You Might Remember Me is both a celebration of Phil Hartman's multi-faceted career and an exhaustively reported, warts-and-all
examination of his often intriguing and sometimes troubled life-a powerful and at times harrowing portrait of a man who was loved and admired by millions
and taken from them far too early.
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